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School's Out,Fulton's Young Folks Having Fun
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Long time no visit with You
and its no wonder. The closing of
school and the graduation of R
Paul from grammer school has
had Me in such a tizzy that I'm
surprised today that I can look
back on the past few weeks without getting hysterical. All I can
say is that if grimmer school
graduation is any harbinger of the
events that will take place with
high school and college graduation. I feel compelled to take both
of them out of Khoo, right ncrw
and urge them to become first
class illiterates.
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The biggest and most popular sport this aummer will be LitUe League
Baaeliall Ever) hour finda Ieeeeees practicing and Wednesday morning the Nests photographer found, front row left to right, Clary Bobcensor' of the Guppies and !Livid Forrest of the Cardinals right in
trim. Others cm the bark rOVI , left to right, who stopped long enough
I'm sure the situation has been to pose for the photographer are Jerry Barris (White Solo James
('ounce tOrtolesi and Monty Wolfe (Cabs.)
the same in your house if you had
any kind of a graduate around
and if so, your dilemma might be
III
lightened If you learned some of
IN TUNS
the harrowing experiences I had
WITH YOU
with the preparations for our auspicious event. In an expansive
mood sometimes last January R.
Paul said that he wanted to have
a graduation prom with his best
friend Billy Simrell When he got
Volume Thirty
the go-ahead to make plans for th•
event, it perms to me that he
TOO CLOSE!!
stayed on the telephone constant-
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The Fulton Country Club with its beautiful golf course, swimming
pool and clubhouse is the mecca for young folks of all ages at all times
of the day. Jug before the lathes took off for the weekly round of golf
the photographer found these lovely lassies around the pool. On the
front row left W right are Vicki N'owell and Cindy Hornra. On the
back sou are Bataan Walker, Terry Thomas Judy Hoodenpyle and
Nancy Treas,
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ly for all those months talking
about the dance, who would escort'
whom, and even talked to girls
about what they would wear. That
went on from January until the
night before-the dance and if you
don't think that got a little monotonous at times. I can tell you it
did.

Elsewhere in

Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, June 1, 1961

Combs Appoints
Wilburn Allen
As Magistrate

There has been a lot of talk locally about the "close races" this
year in the county elections Well,
here's one for the books In the
Marshall County Coroners race,
Jess Collier beat out Dr. George
McClain by a vote of 2844 to 2843
Governor Bert Combs has an--in other words, a margin of one nounced the appointment of Wilburn Allen, Fulton. as Magistrate
vote!!
of District One, Fulton County. He
will fill the unexpired term of the
late C. D. (Spull) Edwards who
died unexpecteoly a few weeks
before the primary election.
Allen, an employe of the United
Fruit Company, will hold the office for the remainder of this
10 for Jackson, Tennessee, where
she will meet another Lambuth year.

Jt 1)1 PS.GE
Fartelle Simrell and I decided
that Friday night before graduation would be a good time to have
it so that we could relit tip Saturday and then take on the graduation on Sunday A small complication of Doris Wiley's piano recital
interferred with that date so we
By Karen Dublin
had to change it to this past Saturday. That's when we should
A pretty. dark-haired Fulton graduate going into the same field.
have railed the whole thing off. girl. Miss Judy Page. will soon be From there, they
will fly to
but we didn't.
joining the ranks of the American Montgomery, Alabama for a threeRed Cross :as • Social Worker in week training period. Later on in
thank the boys started dressing the Southeastern states.lures. A re- the summer she will probably go
for the event about the middle of cent graduate of Lambuth College, to Virginia for some further trainthe afternoon and the dance wasn't she is the daughter of Mr. and ing. She says that she does not exuntil seven. R Paul is Me of thosie Mrs. Carmi Page of Vine Street.
pect to be sent overseas because
Judy's work will involve help- it takes "tots of experience and
fellows who gory all out when it
C.111PN to dressing for an important ing people through the Red Croat; • training first".
event and he got carried away facilities and she says that she is
Judy has always been active in
with the whole business When I sure she will enjoy it. She first school affairs, both at Fulton-High,
nay all out I mean just that. Every became interested in social setirk where she graduated in 1957, and
drawer, every closet, every inch while she was a student at Lam- at Lambuth, where she received
if his room WTI. all oot to make both. She had previously been her B. A. Degree Monday night.
At Fulton High. Judy participatlike a tornado hit it. Ozie and I taking a straight liberal arts
have never been able to figure out course, but switched to Sociology ed in many of the campus organiwhat he was looking for, because and Psychology because she en- zations including the cheerleading
squad and was a class officer. She
we had his suit, tie, shirt, sox and joyed working with people.
This past winter, a Red Cross was also chosen by her class to
shoes all spruced up for the "big
deal" and all he had to do was get official came to the Lambuth serve as a member of the football
campus and talked to several of royalty.
into them
the students about positions that
Included among her many ac-But it is obvious that we hadn't were open for workers in various tivities at Lambuth were memput out enough. When Paul drove fields. Judy, along with several bership in the Psychology Club,
him to Union City to pick up others. filled out an application the Executive Committee, the SCA
his date (and that long distance and was called to Atlanta, Georgia and the Lantern staff. She was
dating is a story in itself) I went in March for personal interviews also the secretary of her junior
Into his room and I pondered ser- Later, she was notified of her ac- and senior classes and co-chairman of the All-College Social
iously about calling the wrecker ceptance.
Judy will leave Fulton on June Committee for two years.
service. 'Here's what I found
among other things' in his zeal to
find something In the closet he
dropped a box of small peas and
dried corn that he uses in his peashooter. He bothered not one hit
in pick them up and I don't blare,'
him. It took me three hours to
pick them up myself Mixed with
the peas was a box of bee-bees
that dropped on the floor and if
On June 5, when the first cry June 12 —White Sox—Yanks;
von want to give anybody a slow
Pirates—Giants.
death, ask them to pick tip bee- of "Play ball" rings out over the
bees from a 12 x 12 room and twin-cities, it will be the start of June 15—Cubs—Cards;
Indians — Orioles.
separate them from peas and corn. a long summer season of Little
League, Babe Ruth League and June 17—Yanks—Pirates;
It ain't possible!
Girl's Softball League games.
Giants—White Sox.
Ile obviously didn't like the sox This will pnthably be one of the June 19—Cards—Yanks;
best baseball season the youngCubs—Pirates.
%VP selected and undoubtedly tried
on everv pair he had and cere- sters have ever had because of June 22—White Sox—Indians;
Giants—Orioles.
moniously threw them around the the several different leagues with
June 24—Cubs—Giants;
room
We'll never get them more teams than ever before.
In order for everyone to have
Orioles—White Sox.
matched again. He got himself a
right sharp looking crew cut and a complete and compact record of June 26—Pirates—Cards;
Indians—Yanks.
employed every manner of hair the season, we would like to preJune 29—White Sox—Cards;
tonic to have every strand of hair sent the following information.
Yanks—Cubs.
Game time for all boys league
stand up at the proper angle. He
took no trouble to put them away, games will be at 6:30 p. m. with July 1—Giants—Indians:
Pirates—Orioles.
'lust put them around on his desk, second games scheduled to begin
July 3—Cards—Giants;
bed and dresser after each inter- at 7:45 p. m.
Cubs—White Sox.
Little League play will be on
esting experiment He accomplished his mission I am sure, 'cause he Monday, Thursday and Saturday July 6—Indians—Pirates;
Orioles—Yanks.
nights with Babe Ruth play on
looked all right.
July 8—Cubs—Indians;
Tuesday and Friday nights.
Orioles—Cards.
The
Guppies
and
Hush
Puppies
'The dance, from all Indications
was a success for the nearly 60 will use the Little League field on July 10—Pirates—White Sox;
Giants--Yanks.
young people who attended and Tuesday nights while the field
as I looked at all of them looking will be used for postponed games July 13—Cubs—Orioles;
Indians—Cards,
and
possible
Girls
League
play
so pretty and so handsome I
couldn't help but wonder if their on Friday nights. The Babe Ruth July 15—Giants—Pirates;
Yanks—White Sox,
rooms looked like R. Paul's. Hope games will be played at the South
July 17—Orioles—Indians;
Fulton Field.
not.
Cards—Cubs.
Following is a schedule of the
Anyhow on Sunday morning we Little League and Babe Ruth July 20—White Sox—Giants;
Pirates—Yanks.
had to be at church services for League games for the summer.
July 22—Pirates—Cubs;
Little League
the graduates at Hickman at eight
Yanks—Cards.
June
5—Cards—Orioles;
o'clock, which meant getting up
July 24—Orioles—Giants;
Indians—Cubs.
at six thirty after getting into bed
Indians—White Sox.
at midnight For me, that's torture. June 8—Yanks—Giants;
July 27—White Sox—Orioles;
White Sox—Pirates,
The lovely sermon and the imGiants—Cubs.
pressive services were more than June 10—Cards—Indians;
Orioles—Cubs.
July 29—Yanks—Indians;
Continued on Page Four
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Judy Page Graduates From Lambuth
And Accepts Post with Red Cross

Area Cities Seek
To Stamp Out,
Bust Rackets

Four prominent area citizens were today named to
the newly formed Industrial Development Council, Lt.Gov, Wilson W. Wyatt revealed today. Hoyt Barnett of
Hickman, John Sullivan and R. H.(Bob) White of Fulton and Henry Alexander of Clinton were appointed to
serve in an advisory capacity to the 17-member Economic Development Commission of which News Publisher Paul Westpheling of Fulton is a member.
The new appointees, all active
in the industrial development of
their communities will meet with
Mr. Wyatt sometime in June to
map plans for an extensive program to bring more industry to
Kentucky and to the area.
Mr. Barnett is the newly elected state representative from Fulton and Hickman counties and a
prominent businessman of Hickman. He has served actively in
civic affairs of Hickman and the
county and is vitally interested in

Chamber of Commerce officials
from six area cities have devised
a "warning system" association to
protect merchants from bad check
artists, bums. etc The assnciatio:
members will exchange information on rackets, confidence games
and other crimes that may be
operating in the area.
The six cities as announced by
Joe Trees, Fulton Chamber of
Commerce president, are HickThe Division of Tourist and
man, Clinton, Mayfield, Murray, Travel Promotion of the Kentucky
Department of Public Information
Paducah and Fulton.
is offering $10 each for original
•
stories
about Kentucky suitable
LOAD 'Eli UP!
for use in a new radio series. The
The truck from the Salvation series is heard each day over
Army Merit, Social will be in Ful- Radio Station WFUL.
ton on June 5, 1961. Calls will be
The radio series for Kentucky
accepted at the Chamber of stations. "Exploring Kentucky,"
Commerce office here in Fulton.
features anecdotes and stories
about Kentucky people and places,
each about one minute in length.
These are the requirements for
the story search:
I. The story idea and a brief
synopsis of not more than 25
words should be submitted first.
2. If the story is not already in
the Division's files, the entrant
will be asked to submit it in full—
Cards--Pirates
not less than 250 or more than 350
July 31—Cubs—Yanks;
words in length. Complete stories
should not be sent until requested.
Cards—White Sox.
August 3—Orioles—Pirates;
Indians—Giants.
August 5—White Sox—Cubs;
Giants—Cards.
August 7—Yanks—Orioles;
Pirates—Indians.
Babe Ruth League
June 6—Red Legs—Braves;
Tigers—Colonels,
June 9—Red Legs—Dodgers;
Entries for the Ken-Tenn InBraves—Tigers.
vitational Golf Tournament to be
June 13—Dodgers—Braves;
at the Fulton Country Club
held
Red Legs—Colonels.
this summer will be limited to the
June 16—Red Legs—Tigers;
first 100 golfers who sign up. InDodgers--Colonels.
vitations will be sent this week to
June 20—Dodgers—Tigers;
golfers at the various Country
Braves—Colonels.
Clubs in the surrounding area.
June 23—Braves—Tigers;
Local golfers who wish to enRed Legs—Dodgers.
ter will be able to sign up at the
June 27—Tigers—Colonels:
country
club and may also sign up
Red Legs—Braves.
for any friends or relatives whom
June 30—Red Legs—Colonels;
they want invitations sent Id.
Dodgers—Braves,
The two-day 36 hole tournament
July 4—Dodgers--Colonels;
will be held at the local club on
Red Legs—Tigers.
July 1 and 2 and an entry fee of
July 7—Braves—Colonels;
$10.00 is required. There will be
Dodgers—Tigers.
numerous prizes and trophies aJuly 8—Red Legs—Dodgers;
warded.
Braves—Tigers,

the industrial development of the
area he will serve in the General
Assembly.
Mr. Sullivan, is a past president
of the Fulton-South Fulton Chamber of Commerce and now chairman of the Twin Cities Development Association. He is plant superintendent at the Ferry-Morse
Seed Company.
Mr. White, a long time advocate
of industrial development is general manager of the Fulton Ice
Plant and an enthusiastic mem-

State Offering $10 For Each Story
Accepted As Original and Correct
3. All stories must be the original writing of the person submitting them. They must not be
copied from copyrighted books or
articles. Entrants will be asked to
sign a release for their use and a
certification that they are the
original writers.
4. Stories should have dramatic
impact or an unusual twist. The
Division is looking for stories
which caused things to happen,
stories with catch endings, the
believe-it-or-not and strange-as
it-may-seem type.
The State reserves full rights to
all material accepted and reserves
the right to revise and rewrite all
copy.
Story ideas as described in item
I. should be submitted in writing
to Mrs. John W. Beauchamp, Jr.,
the Mullican Company, 310 West
Liberty, Louisville 2, Ky.

Entries Limited Forestry Awards
For Ken-Tenn's Again Available
Golf Tournament To Area Farms

July 11—Red Legs—Braves;
Tigers — Colonels.
July 14—Dodgers—Braves;
Red Legs—Colonels.
July 15—Red Legs—Tigers;
Dodgers—Colonels.
July 18—Dodgers—Tigers;
continued On Page Flee
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Wyatt Names Four Area Citizens To
New Industrial Development Council

Batters, Pitchers, Catchers, Everybody
Ready For Little League Play Monday
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But sports is not the all consuming interest In the lives of many little
girls out of school for the summer. The News photographer couldn't
resist a photo of ,three litUe girls sitting under a big uliade tree on
West State Line playing dolls. With their doll wardrobes carefully
laid out on a soft blanket on the lawn these three little girls dressed
up their Ba.rby dolls They are left to right Marianna Weeks, Mary
Jo Westpheling and Carmen Weaks.

WW-1 'VETS MEET
The regular meeting of the Veterans of World War I will be held
at the American Legion Hall
here in Fulton, Friday, June 2, at
7)00 p. on. All Veterans of World
War I are invited to attend this
Meeting.

The Tom Wallace Farm Forestry
Awards are again being offered
to farmers of Kentucky and
Southern Indiana by the CourierJournal, the Louisville Times and
WHAS, Inc. These awards are designed to spotlight the increasing
importance of an active farm forestry program in the area.
The grand prize of $500 will go
to the farmer whose forestry program is judged most complete. A
second prize of $200 will also be
offered. The 1961 Improvement
Award of $200 will go to the
farmer who has made the greatest
improvement on his woodland
during the contest year. Second
prize is $100.
Entry blanks may be obtained
from the county agent, forester,
bankers, Soil Conservation District Supervisor, or by writing the
Public Service Department of the
Courier-Journal or the Times. Entries should be submitted before
midnight, September 9, 1961.

ber of many civic clubs in Kentucky. He was a former director
of the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce and held many important posts in local civic clubs.
Mr. Alexander is vice-president
and cashier of the First National
Bank of Clinton. He, too, is active
in the industrial progress of Hickman County and West Kentucky.
In appointing the mempers from
this area Mr. Wyatt said to the
new members:
"The Economic
Development
Commission has decided to establish a Kentucky Development
Council and has authorized me to
invite you to become a member of
the council. This is a new organization and will be an important
part of Kentucky's economic development program. It is the belief of the commission that significant representation of Kentucky's
leading citizens from the various
parts of Kentucky will be of great
assistance in helping the Commonwealth achieve its objective
for a broadly based advance in
employment opportunities in our
State through the development of
both our agriculture and our industry. The council will constitute
channels of commerce through
which the Economic Development
Council will, from time to time,
report the progress being made in
the various programs affecting
the economic development of the
Commonwealth. In addition members of the council will be asked
to make suggestions to the commission for improvements both
locally and statewide.
"The present plans call for an
annual meeting of the commission
with the first meeting probably
to be held June 29 and 30 at
Frankfort. The meeting will be
the focal point of consideration of
the entire economic development
program in all of its aspects.
"As soon as final arrangements
for the annual meeting have been
made, I shall send to you a program outlining the details of the
meeting. In the meantime, I hope
you will flag your calendar for
these dates. From the initial plans
which have been discussed, I feel
confident that the annual meeting
will be a session of interest and
importance. I hope very much
that I will have the expression of
your willingness to serve as a
member of this council."

Woody Brown Is
New Commander
For Local Post
The newly-elected officers of
the Marshall Alexander Post 72 of
the American Legion include A.
Woody Browns who was selected
as the Post Commander.
Other officers are: Harold D.
Henderson, Jr. and Ira Cloys, Vice
Commanders; Raymond Williams,
Adjutant; J. Ray Graham. Finance
Officer; Harold D. Henderson Jr.,
Chaplain; Bill Rice, Historian;
Bartlet Netherland, Sgt. At-Arms;
Frank M. Lemaster and James
Needham, Service Officers; Dr.
Russell R. Rudd, Child Welfare
Officer; Eugene N. DeMyer, Publicity Officer; Wilson V. Martin,
Trustee.

The Polio Is Upon Us! Have You Taken The Urgent
Precaution To Keep This Disease Out of Your Life?
The polio season is fast approaching and with it the horrible fact that
incidents of polio are increasing with
each passing year. With every occasion of disaster, it is not uncommon
for the persons not involved to think,
"it couldn't happen to me." Yet, all of
us know, that when tragedy strikes it
is no respector of class or age; so it is
with the greatest of urgency that we
impress upon you the fact that polio
can strike suddenly and tragically,
and it might strike in your home.
We think that the editorial in
this week's Courier-Journal expresses
our deep concern for the hazards of
the oncoming polio season and we
hope that after reading it you will
make every effort to take the necessary precaution to keep this dread dicease out of your home and your lives.
The editorial follows:
THE POLIO SEASON is upon
us again, and the grim statistics serve
to remind us that Kentucky is still
not secure against an epidemic after
more than five years of the Salk vaccine. State health authorities warned
recently that the percentage of those
inoculated against polio is dangerously low.
For the past three years the number of polio cases in Jefferson County
and in the state have been rising.
Statewide there were 88 cases in
1958; 113 in 1959, and 165 in 1960.
Kentucky was one of the few states in
the nation reporting a polio epidemic
last year-21 cases in the Campbellsville area. The danger signals are already up this year. Fourteen cases
have been reported in the state so far
this year compared with six in the
corresponding period last year. In
Jefferson County the rate has been
climbing for the last three years at
this rate: 17 cases in 1958; 19 in 1959,
and 25 in 1960.
Unfortunately, Kentucky does
not have a compulsory immunization

law for polio as it has had for years
for smallpox. Therefore, the percentage of immunization depends upon a
combination of individual common
sense and periodic campaigns to increase the use of the Salk vaccine. In
this connection, we applaud the announcement of a massive campaign
next month to increase the immunization rate in Jefferson County. Sponsored by the City-County Health Department with the co-operation of the
Jefferson County Medical Society and
other groups, the campaign will be
the first of its kind launched here.
Some 30,000 shots will be made available free in the month of June. The
extent of the campaign becomes readily apparent when one considers that
so far this year only 6,000 shots have
been given through the Health Department. Moreover, in the campaign_
starting next Thursday, the shots will
be carried directly to selected neighborhoods. There will be no age restrictions. The idea is to cover entire
families. Some may have had one or
more shots but have not completed
the series. The campaign, then, represent a push toward maximum protection as well as a beginning for
those who have had no shots. The selected neighborhoods will be used as
a base of operations, but anyone, regardless of whether his residence is
in the immediate neighborhood, will
be eligible for the free shots each
Thursday in June.
We urge everyone who has not
yet had the full series of shots to take
advantage of the opportunity offered
by the campaign. In addition to the
direct benefits, the drive should
dramatize the need for immunization
at this time, and spur those who don't
go to the special clinics to go to their
private physicians for shots. Furthermore, we hope the campaign here will
set an example that will be followed
on a smaller scale, elsewhere in Kentucky.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Begin Early!
By Thomas T. Tobin, C. SS. R.,
Associate Editor
The Ligourian Magazine
ONE OF THE oldest stories in
the field of education tells of the
mother who asked a child psychologist when she should start training
and educating her child. "How old is
the child?" he asked."Two years old,"
she replied. "You have already lost
two years," he answered.
This story is a good reminder
that parents must begin to educate
their children very early. The physical needs of feeding and changing a
baby seem so important that they almost hide the more important needs
cf personal „love and training.
But why educate so early? After
all, school starts this job when the
child is very young. The purpose of
education is to form Christ in the
child, to make him a true follower Of
Christ. Christ came for men to follow
Him, and this is done by following the
example he set. He says Himself: I
am the Way, the Truth, and the Life.
He is the Way to God. He is the
Truth which contains all truth. He is
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
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the Life that men must lead.
WHEN A CHILD is young, it
does not have full use of its reason.
During this time it acts and guides itself by instinct, and especially by imitation. The child's first ideas, and first
emotions are imitations of its parents'
speech. and actions. All children are
mimics; what a child sees, it will do.
A parent's smile of approval means
that it has done something good; a
frown tells the child that its actions
are not good.
It is through mimicry that parents must educate the child. Young
children must be taught to say prayers and imitate actions of kneeling,
folding their hands—actions which
have no meaning except that the parents approve, and, what is greater,
that the parents do these things.
Gradually, as the child develops
in intelligence, parents must explain
the meaning of these religious practices. Story books, pictures, and records are useful to help the child become aware of religion.
NOT JUST THE MIND, but also
the will must be guided. It is by the
will that the child turns towards God
or away from Him. Only by showing
the child what is good and what is
bad can it get a proper scale of values.
Again this is best done by giving the
child the right things to imitate.
The will must be trained by habits which are acquired by repeated
actions. Children forget easily, and
parents must have the patience to
help them form good habits. In this
way the child will grow in virtue, for
virtue is nothing more than a good
habit.
THE GOAL of education is to
form Christ in the child. Christ's
standards and virtues are huge goals
to attain; it will take a whole lifetime.
That is why it is necessary to guide
the child from earliest youth in order
to make him a responsible Christian.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by

the cheese farmer." (Modern, isn't
it?)
In North Carolina all the free
negroes, according to the Northern
papers: "Had been conscripted to
dig fortifications north of Ft. Caswell." (North Carolina was busy
building Ft. Fisher to protect
Wilmington.)
Papers in Virginia reported that
there were: "At Manassas Junction between two and three
thousand troops, anotber eight
thousand men scattered along the
road to within seven miles of
Fairfax."
And there were, near Yorktown,
4,000 Confederate troops, Within
a week there would be fighting in
that area , . what is called the
"first battle . . Big Bethel."
Events were shaping up for the
beginning of the Civil War.
Senator Douglas died, and the
published accounts of his death
pave a good idea of the medical
knowledge of the time. (Half

McFeetterS
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6

"He doesn't exactly nen the firm will an iron hand
it's a No. 5 iron!"

—

Turning Back The Clock-FROM THE FELES: —

May 21, 1141
James Meacham, Louis Weaks,
William Henry Edwards, Hendon
Scott, Billy
Wright, William
Blackstone, Louis Kasnow and
Bertes Pigue attended the quarterly meeting of the Four-Rivers
Council of Scouts held at the
irvan Cobb Hotel in Paducah last
Thursday night.
Miss Doris Branch, attractive
and popular daughter of F. M.
Branch of Fulton, will represent
Fulton County at the annual
Strawberry Festival in Paducah
on June 5, 6 and 7. Other contestants were Jane Dallas, Juanita
King, Martha Neil Houston and
Jane Parker.

1

Moore and Charles Pigue.
Those who won their First Monogram were: Mary Ethel Lansden,
Nell Luten Bard, La Nell Bugg,
Carolyn Duley, Sammye Lee WilBranch, Marilyn
liams. Doris
Taylor, Robert
Shankle, W. H
Whitesell. Dick Cummings and
Elizabeth Smith.
Fulton High AwarMi, given on
the point system, went to the following: Katherine Brittain, Virginia Ann Hill. Mary Cary Johnston and Milton Crawford.
The Greatest Scholastic ImprcNement Award, founded several years ago by Mr. J .0. Lewis,
was awarded to Mary Nell Winston,

SUPER
KEM - TONE
$5.35
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trained surgeons would soon be
called on to give their rough services to more than a million
wounded during the four years of
fighting.)
Said the papers of Senator
Douglas's last illness: "He died of
a primary rheumatism, typhoid in
character, ulcerated sore throat,
torpor of the liver, constipation
followed by a jaundice condition,
and poisoning of the blood which
prostrated his nervous condition."
We Las Fts/tan
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First Industrial Plan
107 Smith 4th 54.
Paducah

Honors day at Fulton High
School produced the following awards and winners.
Those who won their Fourth
Monograms were Katherine Brittain and Tommy James.
Third Monogram winners were
Virginia Ann Hill, Betty Jean
Bowles and William Hassell.
Winners of the Second Monograms were: Mary Cary Johnson,
Martha Ellen Duly, Virginia Howard, Miriam Browder, Virginia
Ann Howard Earl Willey, Jack

SMALL/IAN SHEET METAL
• GAS FURNACES INSTALLED
• FURNACES CLEANED, REPAIRED
• LENNOX ALL ELECTRIC HEAT-PUMP
FROM HEATING TO COOLING AUTOMATICALLY.
• GUTTERS — DOWN SPOUTS.

Mrs Joe Beadles and daughter,
Carolyn, have gone to Abilene,
Texas, to attend the graduation of
Joe Beadles. Jr., from Abilene
Christian College.
-Joe Tress has gone to Hickman
to make his home there with his
mother, Mrs. E. J. McCollum. Joe
is a 1941 graduate from Fulton
High School.
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June of 1861. and the first big
battle of the Civil War was only
another six weeks in the future.
It was a time of "build-up", and
a time of rumor and exaggeration.
The nation was divided, the states
had taken sides. North and South.
Virginia was firmly for the Confederacy, Maryland was less firmly for the Union. Kentucky was
striving for neutrality and would
not permit either side to use the
soil of Kentucky. In Missouri, the
people were struggling for a decision . . . it would go to the
North, but not easily. There would
be fighting in Missouri during all
of that year.
Arkansas was calling men to defend her border against invaders
from the North. Every State,
North and South, was raising more
soldiers than could be equipped.
There was an unbelievable quality
about the affair. Few people believed there would really be a
war . . each was sure that the
other side would hack down.
Confederate forces were building-up in Northern Virginia, and
on the Yorktown peninsula. The
Virginia forces set up a battery
at Acqual Creek just a few miles
below Washington on the Potomac.
On June 3 two Federal gunboats, the Pawnee and the Freeborn, fired six hundred shells at
the Confederate works. Northern
papers claimed that ". .. the explosion of one shell caused many
casualties . . . many litters were
in use removing the dead and injured ... the rebels left thir ruined work and set fire to the build-
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Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 61 'tears

Mrs. J. C. Hancock. Miss MarKing and Mrs. E. L. Cooke
were the hostesses at a
bridge partyparty last Friday afternoon
at the Woman's Club Building.
Mrs. Richard McNeilly held high
score for bridge, Mrs. Leila Stubblefield was second high and Mrs.
W. VI. Miller was low scorer. Among the Chinese Checker players. Mrs. Joe Browder made the
high score and Mrs. D. L. Jones
was low.

100 Years Ago This Week
By William H. McHenry
First Week In June
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Beginning June 1. the Fulton
Theatre will feature reduced
continue
will
which
prices
throughout the summer months.
Matinee prices will be 10c and 19c,
while night and 4.Sunday show
prices will be 10c end 25c.
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Southern papers denied any
casualties, claiming that the gunboats had been hit, and that a
Southern observer in Washington
had seen many bodies 'being removed from the ruined gunboats.
Claims and denials were rather
normal, perhaps. it was impossible
for the Civil War to get underway
without plenty of both. For instance, by June of 1861, it had
been officially reported that during the bombardment of rt. Sumter, no one was killed
ither
side. Northern papers said this
was not so, that really "
.. 160
Confederates had been killed.
Their bodies were loaded on flatboats, taken up the river to Potter's Field, and buried in trenches
like so much cordwood. Their relatives were told that the men had
been sent to other posts."
The separation of the two sections of America was causing some
business upheavels. Many hardware companies had been doing all
their business with Southerners.
These companies could not collect
their bills, and after Ft. Sumter
they could no longer deliver to the
South. Many firms faced business
failure.
The Federal army was at last in
full-swing for preparation for war
. a short and quick one, everyone thought. (Bull Run would
change that feeling.)
Cheesemakers in northern Ohio
asked the government to " . . . .
give the army regular cheese rations. The South had been buying
most of the Ohio cheese, and the
separation of the sections had cut
off this trade," said the cheesemakers. 'This has proven hard to

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
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J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tens

100%LOAN
To build complete_ honwtin yoiir:ianc?
,

BIG IEH Homes, Ready
To Live In For Less Than
You'd Pay For a "Shell" Alone
NO MONEY DOWN
for as little as
5 years of paid up
insurance. Not prefab but built on
your land

$40.00

per month

See Model Homes at:
Intezection of old and new Troy Highways, Union City

McAdoo Builder's Supply, Inc.
Phone 96, Fulton

To

TU. 55211, Union City

TO THE VOTERS OF DISTRICT 2
for
Please accept my sincere thanks for your votes.
I will do my best to make you an efficient magistrate.

HUBERT WILKINS
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IC Officials Studying
Possibility Of Merger

EAST BEELERTON

3
The Fulton News, Thursday, June 1, 1961

Sty Mrs .1 H Vaughn

The Illinois Central Railroad is
studying the possibility of merging
with other railroads.
A story In the Wall Street Journal quoted Wayne A. Johnston,
president of the railroad, as declining to name any road with
which the IC might merge.
The possibility of a merger was
mentioned in the railroad's annual
report.
While both revenues and earnings declined in 1960, the road
noted a 40 per cent increase in

Our community was saddened •PIERCE STATION
Mrs. Charles Lowe •
with the death of Mr. John W.
Johns. Mr. Johns was well known
Mr. and Mrs. R. K. Raney of
and loved by everyone. We extend our sympathy to Mrs. Johns Newbern visited Mrs. Raney's
sister, Mrs. John Matthews and
and the family.
Mrs. Clara Mae - Page and Mr, Matthews Sunday.
daughters, Sue and Trena Jo of
Mrs, Mattie ftenfro returned
Sharon, Tennessee were Sunday Saturday after a two weeks visit
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. with her daughter Mrs. Virgil
Green and Mr. Green near MayVaughn.
Mr James Duncan has returned field.
to his home after six months in
Mrs. Cecil McNatt spent a few
the hospital at Madisonville, Ken- days of last week with her daughtucky. He reports he is feeling ter Mrs. Kenneth Alford in Dyersfine.
burg. Mrs. Alford and baby are
Mr. and Mrs. Winfred McMorris, visiting her parents at this time.
Eugene and Glenda visited Mrs. Miss Frankie Arm of Memphis
McMorris's mother, Mrs. Madie spent the weekend with them also.
Bernell of Gleason, Tennessee,
Miss Patricia Holladay of Fulalso her brother-in-law Mr. Char- ton visited
Miss Paula Long a
les Babb who is a patient in couple of days
last week.
Paris, Tennessee in the General
Mrs. Virginia Hay spent a few
Hospital.
days of last week with Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. L. A Tuck and
Mrs. Edd Hay.
Mrs. J. H. Vaughn visited Bro. and
Mr. Leo Cunningham and Mr.
Mrs. L. I. Kingston in Lynnville,
and
Mrs Wallace Cunningham
Kentucky Sunday afternoon. Bro.
and
children of Paducah spent a
Kingston has been sick for three
few hours here Sunday visiting
weeks.
Jimmy Morgan has returned to Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem and Mr.
his home after being in college at and Mrs. John Smith.
Miss Annette Rogers of MemBoonesville, Mississippi. He will
spend the summer months with phis is visiting her parents Mr.
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Bud and Mrs. Robert Rogers.
David Long is spending a few
Morgan.
Mrs. Chloe Bushart and Mrs. days with his grandparents Mr.
Callie Gardner spent Sunday with and Mrs. Paul Long and Polly in
McConnell.
Mrs. Grace Gardner.
Mr. Ray Adams and Miss Inez
Mr. and Mrs. James Kimbell of
Griffin
of Martin visited Mr.
Frankfort, -Kentucky spent a few
days last week with her mother Adam's sister Mrs. C. E. Lowe one
Mrs. Inez Best and other relatives. afternoon last week.

Piggyback shipments, an increase
in export-import business and a
small rise in passenger revelries.
Suburban Chicago passenger revenues decreased 1 per cent to $8,779,558, but the company was able
to pare costs and show a profit of
8112313 on its commuter operations, the first profit "after years
of deficits," the company said.
Mall revenues rose 14 per cent
to 46,918,966 because of a 19 pef
cent increase in mail rates, effective last September 1, and additional mail traffic gained through
piggyback service.
New floral clock at Frankfort yields 0041111 by Ihe shovel-fel as visiAs previously reported, Illinois
tors use refleetina pool for wisaint well
Central earned $11,092,742, or
83 56 a common share, in 1960, on
revenues of $26,024,639. This was
-Thirteen junior high boys re- down from net of $15,039,743, or
ceived basketball letters Friday $483 a cominon share, on revenue
morning at the Carr Honors Day. of $271,632,940 a year earlier. .
While the St. Lawrence Seaway
Coach Joe Caldwell presented the
letters to the boys and the man- "has had no appreciable effect" on
foreign
The Clinton Garment Manufac- Clif(ton Development Foundation.
ager, Joe Copeland.
traffic, export-import
The boys were. Steve French, shipments rose to 180,000 cars turing Company has ended its More than 400 stockholders in the
with
revenue of $37.8 million, up operation under the present own- county, including residents and
Roy- Rogers, Robert Thurmond,
Rodney Foster, Loyd Bond, Jim- from 174,000 cars and $36.5 mil- ers but production may resume employes of the factory, put up
soon, said Joe Johnson president $237,000 for its construction.
my Yates, Chuck Pawlukiewics, lion for 1959, the report stated.
Despite a rase in wages and of
the Clinton
Development
David Mann, Ronnie Homra. Tom
The equipment is owned by the
other
casts, the road was able to Foundation.
Bushart, Greg Williamson, Donnie
Berlins. Johnson said the foundareduce
operating
costs
by
about
1
Green and David Fry.
The plant, which employs about tion and owners of the equipment
per cent last Year. the annual re- 375 during peak production,
man- were working together to sell the
port said. Much of the reduction ufacture's heavy
Jackets. It has Clinton Garment Co. "as a going
was achieved
through cutting been closed about two months.
concern."
maintenance costa the company
Johnson said production had
Johnson said reports that the
added.
always slackened off between Berlin brothers filed in bank1
KERS
rhe Sensational New Inventkin
JAYCEES FINISH PROJECT January and April causing lay- ruptcy "are completely false."
He also said there is no need
Sutherland% "MD Trews
Four thousand Kentucky Jay- offs and sometimes a cessation of
operation but the plant was ex- for alarm among shareholders.
No Belts — No Straps —
cees have completed a "highly
pected
to
reopen
"The
May
shareholders have nothing
1.
Mt. Moriah Community
No Odors
successful" campaign to tell the
He said A. Berlin and Son, own- to do with A. Berlin and Son," he
By Mrs Marion Milan)
story of Kentucky to Midwest,
Approved by Doctors — The
said.
according to Kentucky
World's Most Comfortable
Jaycee ers of the company, will not re"We
still own the building. It
Tourist Committee chairman Jud open the factory. Three brothers
Trues
Hope everyone has their crops
makes no matter who is there-Edwards.
"Explore
Kentucky —Leonard, Richard and Irvine
planted in this community. AlCITY DRUG CO.
Week," May 8-13, marked the Berlin—were the owners. They the shareholders haven't lost any- though we've had some
chilly days
408 Lake St.
Felt= opening of the tourist season in were originally from New York. thing," the banker stated.
and nights and some frost, we still
The building has 50,000 square
Kentucky.
Johnson said the foundation has
have
lots to be thankful for.
contact with some firms in St. feet of floor space. Shares in the
Mrs. Marion Milarn and chilbuilding were sold at $25 each.
Louis, Chicago and New York.
dren attended Homecoming at
Operation of the factory began in
FULL QUART $5.00
He said the date of reopening
May, 1956. Women compose about Calvary. Church near Pryorsburg
is uncertain as there must be a
last Sunday.
80 per cent of the working force.
sale agreement. Johnson. a bankMr. and Mrs. Coy Harrison at"We are trying to sell the Cliner, said. 'We would like to reopen
tended Homecoming
at Good
ton Garment Co. as a going conin a week or two."
Springs Church on Sunday.
cern to someone who will come
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Grissom
The building, which housed the here and pick
it up," Johnson
were Sunday visitors of Mr. and
5th
garment factory, is owned by the concluded,
Mrs. Marvin Hendrix.
Lint
We wish Mrs. D. J. Jones a
Pint
speedy recovery. She is a patient
at the Hillview Hospital.
If you love to sing, attend the
Singing School at the Pleasant
View Baptist Church on Tuesday
and Friday nights.
Congratulations to the girls and
Also Available in 5boys who graduated from school
Year Bottled In Bond
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Fifth - $4.75
May.
Pints KENTUCKY'S COMMISSIONER OF REVENU
E
Mrs. Velma Wright of Wingo
$2.95
Half Pints was a weekend visitor of Mr. and
31.50
Here are authoritative answers recipient's income
to
determine Mrs. Hester
• from the Veterans Administration
Bennett.
pension eligibility.
Mr. and Mrs. Hester Bennett atto questions of interest from forQ—How many veterans of our
tended
Decoration
mer servicemen and their fam- Indian Wars are
and Homestill living? How coming
A•1 DI Prey •sa.garet 11.rbw• Whiskey I Yaw
at Old Bethel Church on
ilies:
Old
many Spanish-American War vetHIRAM WALKER & SONS. NC., PEORIA ILL.
Sunday.
Q —Those receiving nonservice- erans?
May God Bless each and everyconnected pension payments from
A—VA records show 39 persons
one.
the VA are asked each yvar to re- (average age 90) receiving beneport on their income. What hap- fits as Indian War veterans. There
pens if they fall to make this re- are about 35,000 Spanish-AmeriLINCOLN FARM
Cell Us To Sere
can War veterans still living.
Port?
Part of the original Lincoln
Q—Have any of the various farm is included in the
Money On Repairs
A—The VA must stop pension
Lincoln
payments to those who fail to re- bills to re-open GI life insurance National Historical Park near
turn the annual income question- to lapsed veterans been passed by Hodgenville.
naire. Since the law requires that Congress?
A satiated eassimner is our
A—No. Although several bills
pensions not be paid to those with
best testimonial Iltat
outside income over certain limi- with this as aim have been introtations, the VA must know the duced, none have received Conwhy we give you fast, 011161gressional approval.
sot. technical terries and
Q—Are the doctors and nurses
low rates on TV regalia. It
We have complete stocks at VA hospitals
All Makes and Modal,
members of the
all adda-ap to amble TM
different branches of military
•
money!
services?
MOTOROLA
A—No. The VA's doctors and
Sales and Service
AIWKWW111 tr.stalled
nurses are civilians. Of course,
•
for HOME and FARM
they may belong to reserve units
Machines
or even attend organized drills or
training periods. But they are
BENNETT ELECTRIC civilians
in their capacities as VA
306 Main Street
Phone 307
PHONE 201
FULTON employees.
Lake St,
Phone 4341
(Veterans living in or near
Fulton who wish further help
about
their
various
benefits
should write or visit the VA OfTo the voters of Fulton County
fice at 1405 W. Broadway Louisville 3, Ky.)

Junior High Students
Get Basketball Letters

Clinton Garment Factory Closes;
New Industry Sought For Premises

u

Hiram Walker Duality
In A Rich, True
Bourbon

93
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UK PROF GETS GRANT
Dr. L. Niel Plumer, director of
the University of Kentucky School of Journalism is the author
of a series of articles entitled
""rhe Legal Side," appearing in
The Publishers's Auxiliary, trade
publication which goes to nearly
every newspaper office in the
United States.

J-SCHOOL HEAD AT UK
IS AUTHOR
A Navy ROTC unit was located
on the University of Kentucky
campus during World War 1.

How to get rid
of "lost acres"
with

DAVCO
3G
Lost acres are made by
profits you never took in
because your land didn't
produce top yields. When
you use DAVCO 3G, you
get extra yield without
extra labor . . . it's like
finding lost acres you
never knew you had.
There's a
grade of
DAVCO 3G for every
kind of soil.

The first feminine literary group
at the University of Kentucky,
the Philosphian Society, was estabilished in 1882 "for
literary
improvement and social pleasure.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low COSI

QUESTIONS

Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low coat
by—

TV REPAIR

The News is pleased to extend
birthday Wishes to the following
on their birthdays.
June 1: Glenda Sue Brown,
Betty Buckingham, Jack Carter,
R. E. Kelly, Wendell Butts, Buddy
McKenzie; June 2: Mrs. R. E.
Sanford; June 3: Yvonne Drewry,
Mrs. L. A. Perry, Debbie Bynum;
June 5: Mrs. J. A. Hornbeak; June
6: Mrs. Anna Linton, Mrs. John F.
Kizer, Montelle Tripp; June 7:
Mrs. Juanita Wilson, Janice Strayhorn, Mrs. Joe Bennett, Jr., Mrs.
Arch Huddleston, Barbara Davis.

EARLY UK WOMAN'S GROUP

ANSWERS

TO YOUR TAX

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

ANDREW
Jawally Company

BROWDER
MILLING CO.
Phone 900 _ Fulton. Ky.

HOWARD T. KELSEY, top breeder
of Appaloosa horses and owner of the
Quarter Circle Ranch at
Gallatin Gateway. Montana. says,

Hine

"THAT'S RIGHT,
11 NO BITE!"

90 heel

si rod
Sias

Dayton V-Belts

Roper Television

City
C.
ity

MANY THANKS
2
for the support given me in the recent primary. I am deeply grateful and shall
es.

strive to merit your confidence by conducting the affairs of the office of County

ag-

Attorney to the very best of my ability.

Wade Television

Kelly Reams Attending
Tennessee Girl's State
Miss Kelly Reams, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Reams of
South Fulton, is in Murfreesboro,
Tennessee this week attending the
Fifteenth Annual Girls
State
meetings.
Miss Reams was the alternate
to Miss Judy Gatewood, daughter
of Mrs. Ethel Rushing of Dukedom. Miss Gatewood was unable
to attend.

Dewey Johnson
Sincerely,

JAMES H. AMBERG

MELLOW-MASH

Yel
lowstone
The Greatest
American Whiskey

tarmac's, Strateht Bourbon 00 a 100 Proof RottJed-Ds-Bond
Rol rsED BY YELLOWSTONE DISTILLERY CO., LOUISYNLE.--onifilSBORO ey

Thank You Nice People
FOR YOUR LOYALTY AND YOUR VOTE!
Although I did not win the election, seeing as many of you as I did was a

real pleasure. I hope to be able to help each of you in some way, to show my
appreciation.

Sincerely,

All lYPea of Insurance

SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything"
Fulton, Hy.
Phone 406
422 Lake St.

Clardie(C. N.)Holland
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(Colithowed from Parts OW
a reward for the hazards of the
day before, but we had to come
home and go back to Hickman
Sunday night for the presentation
of the diplomas. That too, is something that will live with us as I
am sure the similar event will
live with you.

The News reports your - - -•

Diary of Dom's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
As the summer breezes begin to blow and the days
get longer, the rush of college students home for the
summer holidays also begins. There are already many,
many students back in Fulton from the University of
Kentucky, Murray State College and various other colleges and universities scattered throughout the nation.
Others will be arriving this weekend from the University of Tennessee and UTMB and still others will be
corning in next week.
A few are leaving again for vacation trips or work in other cities,
but most will remain here in town
this summer and once again take
part in all of the various activities
going on in the area. To these we
extend a welcome and we hope
that they will enjoy their summer
of rest before they return to their
college "homes" once aagin in the
fall.

The South Fulton High School
Cafeteria will be the scene Tuesday, June 13 at 6:00 p. m., for the
Illinois Central Safety Rally and
Barbecue. All IC employees and
their families are invited to attend. Reservations must be made
with Mrs. Mary Alice Coleman.

The luncheon at the Gilson Latta home was a gay time
for the guests and honoree. Ruth Wade Askew. of WhitUer, California Having a wonderful visit for the first
time in eight years the "Wade sisters" are pictured at
left. They are seated Mrs, Harvey Caldwell and Mrs.
Askew Standing Mrs Frank Beadles and Mrs. Bob White.
Out-of-town guests at the party and having fun were
Mrs Grace Butler of Ponca City, Okla. Mrs. Charles Murphy of Memphis end Mrs. Bob Butler of Kansas City
the trip home was only the beginning.
Ruth's arrival in Fulton was the
beginning of a delightful series of
old
her
with
get-togethers
friends. Last Wednesday Mary
Ruby
Nelle Wright, Montez Baird,
McDade and Mary Swann Bushart
entertained at a luncheon at the
Derby and on Thursday Ruth and
family went to Jackson, Tenn., for
a visit with relatives. Friday
Clarice Thorpe extended the "welcome home" hospitality to Ruth at
a luncheon.

But the crowning feature of the
whole sentimental event came after the cremony and all of us were
standing on the church steps Paul
and I wanted to have a picture of
11. Paul in his cap and gown and
that was a lost cause. The young
fellow was so heartbroken about
leaving his teachers and friends
that he joined with all of them
in one, good, hearty cry. We had to
have the picture so we took it. but
1 should imagine that when he
flips back through the pages of
time and his scrapbook he's going
to wonder why he looked so much
like Gloomy Gus with the sevenyear itch.

Ralph Ray, Paula Howard, Marta
Moon. Ed Engel, Philip Smith,
Jimmy Brann, Kay Green, David
The Honorable Bert T. Combs, Forrest, Lynn Williams, Steve Fry,
Gary Parker,
Governor of Kentucky, will talk. Danny Bondurant,
Paul Phelps,
on "Teen-Agers as Citizens" at the Debbie Thompson.
Jimmy Powell.
afternoon session. Following this Kathy Owens and
session delegates will be guests at
The Jaycees and the Pepsi-Cola
an open house to be held in..the Company wish to express their
Murray College home economics appreciation to everyone who
department.
helped make the rodeo a success.
In Fulton county there are 2 The project chairmen in charge
chapters and 157 members. Mem- of the rodeo were Carnell Rowbership in FHA is limited to girls land and John R, Lawson.
who are taking or have taken
home economies in Junior or SenMr and Mrs. Billy Cruet. and
ior High School. The organization
is sponsored by the Vocational their three sons of Plymouth.
Michigan,
were Saturday visitors
Home Economics Division of the
State Department of Education. of little Jeffrey Layne Harrison
Miss Mary Bell Vaughan of that and his mother, Martha Anne
Department serves as State Adviser.

Work Together!

Feed Your Hogs

Young Anglers Come Away With
Prizes And Fish Al Fishing Rodeo

• DOUBLE THRILLS •

ann.ma noon.1
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• EXTRA CHILLS! •

While Paint Sale
Outside
201
Union
Gal; reg. $6 10
S Gal; Reg $28.50

White
$525
$25.00

BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT

youngest fishermen and they polled more than 1660 fish from the
lake in about two hours.
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DRESS LACKS
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"SEE IT UNDER THE STARS"

Men's Short Sleeve
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SHIRTS

CRASH THROUGH
THE LAUGH BARRIER
.. with the ZANIEST
comedy in years!

White And Colors
Handkerchief Sets

$1.00
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MEN'S WASH and WEAR

Fulton Co-Operative
Central Ave: South Fulton
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to
49c

Mens Straw Hats
Give Father Something
To Wear!

All Sorts. Shapes, Sizes!

$1.49 — $3.99

Lake Street

SOI

Ky.

MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS

SOUTHERN STATES

SUNDAY & MONDAY

1 k
bean

Browder Milling Co.

Starts Friday June 2
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With Your Home
Grown Grain

Other winners were Mike Fenwick, Terry Dallas. Chip Crocker.
Sid Allen, John Ragsdale, Gary
Sieves. Jimmy Barber, David
Moss, Tina Jolley, Glenn Fly

Sunday June 18th

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Ruth arrived in St. Louis last
Monday a week ago and was met
there by her Fulton sisters Florence Beadles, Irene White and
Elizabeth
Caldwell.
Elizabeth
commented to your diarist that it
was the shortest trip from St. Louis
to Fulton she ever witnessed and
no wonder. An unusually close
knit family, the Wade girls, as we
have heard them fondly called all
these years, had eight years of
conversation and family talk to
catch up on and we imagine that
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And congratulations to all the
graduates everywhere.

Four Fulton Countians To Attend
Meet Of Homemakers Al Murray

Four Future 'Homemakers of
America members from Fulton
The President's Safety Trophy,
county will be among the approxiwhich is being awarded to the St.
mately 50 FHA members and adLouis Division for their 1960 Safevisers attending the 16th annual
A
display.
on
be
will
ty Program,
meeting of the Future HomemakBrilliant colors of blues, grens film, "Miracle of Paradise Valley",
ers of America to be held on Murand golds filled the stage at Carr will also be shown.
ray State College campus, June
night as
Auditorium Monday
6-8.
Rosemary Peterson presented her
Fulton's golf team is now leadMisses Lynn Bushart and Scarstudents from the Rosemary Pet- ing in the Tri-State Ladies Golf
Saturday afternoon Irene Boyd lett Turner and Tobie Rambo and
erson School of Dance in their an- Association team play. The Ful- had a foursome in for bridge and Ann Marshall are among those atnual dance revue, "Varieties of ton team, composed of Betty Vow- Monday morning Sara Bushart tending. Miss Bushart will receive
Fulton, ell. Virginia Rogers, Jewell Myatt
1961". Students from
and Lois Haws entertained with her State degree at the meeting.
Union City and Mayfield perform- and Sue Moore, took the top hon- a breakfast at the Derby. Monday
Mr. Romaine Smith, Youngfolks
ors at the team play in Fulton at noon Mr and Mrs. Guy Duley
ed in the revue.
Editor of the Progressive Farmer
were the host and hostess to Ruth Magazine will speak at the WedAmong the girls who danced in last week.
The play, held at the Fulton and others at lunch at the Derby. nesday morning session. Delegates
the program were: Barbara Connaughton, Sue Ann Holloway, Country Club, attracted twenty On Tuesday Elva Fall had another will participate in group discusJane
Green,
Jane
Moon,
Marta
three golfers from six of the "old friends" luncheon at her sion-5 following the talk.
lovely home on Third Street. WedFuller, Lana Gardner, Mary Ann eight member clubs.
nesday the Gilson Latta home on
Fenwick, Gail McClure, Sharon
Ruth
The South Fulton Representa- Third was the scene of another
Churchill, Sharrye Johnson,
Merryman,
Murfreesboro
Judy
Mary Latta,
in
luncheon
State
when
Burnette,
Girls
at
Ann
tive
Janet Williamson, Sally Williams, this week is Miss Judy Faye Gate- Louise Killebrew and Ann HolMartha Hudgins, Diane Calicutt, wood, 16, daughter of Mrs, Ethel land entertained in Ruth's honor.
Teresa Cloys, Charlene Davidson, Rushing of Dukedom.
Friday Mrs. Horace Owens will
Marsha Asborn, Betsy Kallenburg,
The Championship Trophy in
She will be one of 350 Tennes- honor Ruth with a luncheon in
Sherry Gorman and Susan ClyState
Girls
and as Sunday nears the the second annual Jaycee-Pepsi
the
Paducah
attend
to
girls
see
mer.
happiness of the past two weeks Junior Fishing Rodeo went to
meetings.
Also performing were Lynclia
will be marred by the fact that
who caught a
Nicks, Joan Crawford, Sally PirThe alternate chosen was Miss Ruth must wend her way home- James Bell, 10,
tle, Pamela Whitlock, Carolyn Al- Marolyn Jane Williamson, 17, ward. Out California-way how- grand total of 42 fish. The rodeo
len, Gail Bushart, Debbie Land daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earlie ever, Ruth has waiting some eager held at the Pepsi lake last Saturday afternoon, attracted apButler, Debbie Blakemore, Kathy Williamson of South Fulton.
people wanting to hear the news proximately 200 of the twin-cities'
Freeman, Debbie Benton, Susan
from dear ole Fulton. Ruth's dauSimpson, Debbie Smith, Jill SterlFulton has been a livelier and ghter Barbara Pendergrast, who
ing, Vicki Ashley, Ruth Ann Ron- happier place these past several has visited here, lives in
Anaheim,
ey, Frances Williams, Cathy days because Ruth Wade Askew California
with
her
family.
Campbell, Becky Reynolds, Bever- is paying a long anticipated visit And in Whittier Ruth's son Wade
ly Sizzle, Patricia Elliott, Joy to her home-town from Whittier, and his family and Jack Snow and
Jobe, Martha Poe, Roma Foster, California. Ruth's visit here has his family will be eagerly awaitJoyce Forehand, Pamela King, given her many friends and family ing the news of every 'happy moBecky Reviere, Vicki Crutcher, an opportunity to show how glad ment Ruth spent in Fulton.
Nancy Lovelace, Paula Netting, they are to see her after an abAnd of course Lillian Blagg and
Gwen Garner, Alex Sepulueda, sence of eight years and everybody young Bryon also live in Whittier
Letha Botts and Suzie White.
stay
to
long
too
just
that's
agrees
and they, too will be eagerly waitaway. But California is a mighty ing the full report from Fulton.
long way from Fulton and besides
Ruth has some growing family ties
Let's Keep Growing
PHONE 12
OPEN 6:45
out in the beautiful West that keep
the home fires burning.
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SCRIPT
AT THESE
STORES

11
Baldridge:s Variety Store
Ben Franklin Store
Budget Shop
A. C Butte & Sons Grocery
City Drug Store
Clarice Shop
Dotty Shop
Evans Pm's Store
Fry's Shoe Store
Fulton Paint & Glass Co.
Grisham Butterworth
K Homra's
Irby's Fashion Shop
Jewel Box & Gift Shop
L. Kasnow's
Leader Sporting Goods
Mac & Fay Flower Shop
National Store
Noffel's Store
Puckett', Service Station
Rice's Men Store
Roper Television
Charlie Scales Store
Southside Drug Store
Tiny Toner,
P. H. Weak.' Sons
Western Auto Store
W & I. Dollar Store

a

Fulton High Students Are Named To
Honor Roll; Ten In Perfect Records
A total of fifty students, includ- ing: Dortha Duke, Ophelia Speight,
ing ben who had perfect stand- Thomas Carney, Bobby Joe Hanings, have been named to the sec- cock, Carl Hurst and Mike Walkond semester honor roll at Fulton er, all seniors; Martha DeMyer,
High School. The ten All-A stu- Josephine Hancock and Lynn
seniors— Williamson, all sophomore's; Fredsix
dents included
Thomas Carney, Bobby Joe Han- die Wells, freshman.
cock. Carl Hurst, Mike Walker,
Several seniors also made the
Ophelia six-weeks A and B honor roll.
Duke.
and
Dortha
Speight; one junior—Linda Whit- They are as follows: Joe Bennett,
net: two sophomoree—Lynn Wil- ..T.,rany Cheatham, Charles Rice,
liamson and Martha DeMyer; and Larry Sullivan, Hal Warren, Mike
one freshman—Freddie Wells.
Walker, Carl Hurst, Bobby Joe
Those who attained an All A Hancock, Tommy Carney, Barand B standing for the semester bara Bone, Tina Bone, Lynn Busare as follows: Jimmy Cheatham, hart, Chan Covington, Karen DubCharles Rice, ,Hal Warren, Torn- lin, Dortha Duke, Brenda Mc°Mar,
Ophelia
my Carney, Bobby Joe Hancock, Keel, Nancy
Carl Hurst, Mike Walker, Barbara Speight, Susan Stokes and Sandra
Bone, Tena Bone, Lynn Bushart, Williams.
Juniors on the six-weeks honor
Chan Covington, Karen Dublin,
Dortha Duke, Brenda McKee'. roll included: Danny Carver, Bill
Nancy O'Mar, Ophelia Speight Leneave. Warren Niamey, Ricky
and Susan Stokes, all of these Slier, Jimmy Wright, Clete Beggs,
Wanda Cash, Kay Morris, Linda
seniors.
The juniors who placed on the Pittman, Scarlet Turner, Linda
honor roll included Danny Car- Whitnel, and Julia Woods.
The sophomores who made the
ver, Bill Leneave, Warren Nanney, Jimmy Wright, Clete Beggs, final honor roll were: Torn GerWanda Cash, Kay Morris, Linda main, Stanley Jeffress, Douglas
Pittman, Scarlet Turner, Linda McAlister, Barry Roper, Lynn Williamson, Mary BooduLant, Martha
Whitnel and Julia Woods.
DeMyer, Sheri Elliott, Annie Lee
Those sophornores who achievGreen, Beverly Haman, Josephine
ed an honor roll standing were: Hancock and Phyllis Pigue.
Tom Germain, Stanley Jeffress,
Freshmen on the last honor roll
Douglas McAlister, Barry Roper,
were: Curtis Hancock, Duane McLynn Williamson, Mary BondurAlister, Freddie Wells, Sandra
ant, Martha DeMyer, Sheri Elliott,
Ballow, Cathy Campbell, Mary
Annie Lee Green, Beverly Haman, DeMyer, Carol Dunn, Jo Ann HaJosephine Hancock and Phyllis Man, Ora Lee Merrell. Ida Carol
"Sue
Notes, Mary Virginia Page, Judy
And the freshmen who made
Patton and Linda Warren.
the honor list included' Curtis
Hancock, Duane McAlister, Freddie Wells, Mary DeMyer, Carol
Dunn, Carolinda Hales, Jo Ann
Haman, Mary Virginia Page, Judy
Patton and Linda Warren.
On the honor list for the final
six -weeks of this school year, the
following made an Al A stand-

suffer intensely with his eye that other relatives in this vicinity last' the annual Decoration Day at the Page 5
The Fulton
New Hope
Methodist Church
was operated on several weeks week.
Strong is improving Cemetery.
Ed
Mr.
ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Strong and LITTLE LEAGUE—
nicely after eye surgery.
(Continued from Page 1)
Mrs. Everette Terrel has been
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Strong arid Guy Strong visited Jim Strong at
Braves Colonels.
dismissed from the Hillview -Hos- Guy Strong from Mayfieid visited the Veterans Hospital in Mempital and is improving nicely after Mr. and Mrs. Ed Strong last Sun- phis- Jizo has been worse follow- July 21—Braves—Tigers;
ago.
Red Legs—Dodgers.
having surgery several days
ing lung surgery recently.
day.
Bobbie Pate who spent severai July 25—Tigers—Colonels;
Mrs. C. R. Ftearns is improving
Mr. and Mrs Otis Christopher
Red Legs—Braves.
from Ft. Worth, Texas and Mrs. satisfactorily following surgery at days in the Martin Hospital due
Blanche Brooks fromChieco, Texas the Baptist Hospital in Memphis. to the mumps has been dismissed July 28—Red Legs—Colonels;
Dodgers--Berves.
The first Sunday in June will be and is improving nicely.
visited Mrs. Elnora Vaughan and

BUY SOY BEANS
Take the gamble out of the soy
bean crop; buy QUALITY Hoed
—Clark—Ogden beans at

SOUTHERN STATES
Felten Co-Operative
Central Avenue; South Felton

Come to the

MEMPHIS
CURIDGE
• lei% All CONDITIONED
• FREE PARKIN.
• FRU TV IN MIT ROOM
• I FINE RESTAUIANTE
• CHILDREN UNDER 14 FRU
• ,5410 Ffft FROM MEMPHIS•
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT
• COMPLETELY REMODELED

•CHESTNUT GLADE
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan •

Merl J. SWItt•IVI
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MOMS
11.1•411111.
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BELL TAVERN
•••• •
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Strawberries, Strawberries, this
correspondent has known little
except strawberries for the past
twenty days. The berries have
been real nice, the weather has
been ideal. an/le-there has been
plenty of ereellent pickers to
harvest the crop.
Mr. and gm' Clay McConnell
and Donna trurn Chicago spent
last weekend
th Mr. and Mrs.
Will Reed.
Mr- and Mrs. Garrett Brundige
from Nashville and Miss Melody
Brundige from Fulton visited Mr.
and Mrs. Irvin Brundige last week.
Mrs. D. J. Jones is improving at
the Hillview Hospital where she
has been a patient for the past
few days.
Reports from Thurston Brundige at the Baptist Hospital is that
be is 'minim-med. lie continues to

Because It is

*Chill Filtered

Billie Copeland is a patient
the Fulton Hospital due to a as
vere attack of mumps.

CHICKENS

Govt
Inspect!.Top

FRYING,—

WHOLE

-

lb.
SUPER-RIGHT FULLY COOKED WHOLE OR HALF

U. S. GOV'T INSPECTED TOP-QUALITY

59c
Semi-Boneless Hams
49(
Skinless Weiners ergi"
Canned Hams (4,L.:) 8 L. 499 I
L. 39(
Turkeys(
JOHN
3,.....100
Fish Sticks

CHICKEN PARTS

SUPER-RIGHT--ALL MEA1

Regular

Lb

Size

READY TO SERVE

lb 10c
Necks
Gizzards ... lb. 35c

lb. 29c
lb 15c

Wings
Backs

Lb

lb. 49c
lb. 39c

WHOLE BREAST
WHOLE LEGS

U, S. GOVSNNNNN T INSPECTED GRADE A

SUPER-RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEEF

18 to22
)
4 To 14-Li.
Lbs.
lb. 461

CHUCK ROAST
ROUND,
SHOULDEF
OR
ENGLISH
CUT

49

C

Lb.

Blade
Cut

IL=3
, I Mg

Potatoes
Bananas
A

HEAL

Lb.

CAP'N

Heat
'n Eeat

39

Buy Plenty
and Serve
Often at This
Low Price

12 Ear. 69°
19°
39°

Yellow Corn
Green Beans
Tomatoes
Watermelons

jai;Ri.i.yR Pie(

RED SEAL

IONA

Charcoal
Briquets

Sweet
Peas

20 t:;99

Lb

Ea. 99
°

"

49e

Can
II

Luncheon Meat
Dill Pickles
Fruit Drink
Plum Preserves
Peaches
Sauerkraut
Tomato Soup

39C

Ea

2

Sunnyfleld
Sweet Cream

Mel 0 Bit
or

SWANSDOWN

sine
J

48-01,
°I
Cans 99

Ann Pape

4
2 `J';3. 35"
2=59°
10c•
10c 1111

)
orSi
tZes
i

Ann
Page

79c

10/
1
2-0z.
Can

Lake Street - -Fulton, Ky.

Pings.
249°

Swiss

MU

Prices In This Ad Effective Theo Sat., June 3
ME GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY,

4:1) rood gtores

73°

SHERICA'S DIPINDAILE 1001) MERCHANT SINCE 1859

....

Waldorf
Tissue

SCOTT

Scotk ins

Softweve Tissue

NAPKINS

4 Rolls 37°

2 R.„. 274

Chose & Sanborn

Scott Tissue

Coffee

WHITE OR COLORS

Good Luck
Margarine

Kara Syrup

Purex
Liquid Bleach

BLUE LABEL

194 „11 37t

2
Flottzle

Scott Towels

41°

LB.
LOAF

Borden's
Starlac

Box 4°
DevIlatood
Banana or Lemon
19-0s. Pkg.fft
?lake

Pkge

Jar

(
LSIeSted
gh" )Lb, 69

Mixes
Cake
.
.
1711
111ot:
20-01. 4250

2

3

1243z. 11 00
Cans

STORE ADDRESS

Cheese Food
Butter
Cheese Slices

SuperRight

AdIP PineappleGrapefrmlt

CHED-0-817 AMERICAN OR PIMENTO

WHITE OR COLORS

17-0z. 1Oc

Paramount
Kosher Stylie

39°
Caramel Pecan Rolls :70 ,
Cocoanut Bar Cookies .r B.. 25°
25°
Italian Bread jpinr:.,
39°
Angel Food Ring

at

SPECIAL PRICE!

(Save 26c)

Lb

Reg 11
S9c

)".L.89c
Lb. 15c

Whole Legs Lb. 69c Chops(
Shoulder Roastu1.49c Breast

BLABG
.

VALUE

Pkgs.

GENUINE SPRING LAMB SALE

10 590
L. 10c

CALIFORNIA LONG WHITE

.•••••

"Glenmore
Please"

August 1—Dodgers—Colonels;
Red Legs—Tigers.
August 4—Braves—Colonels;
Dodgers—Tigers.

11111

NM NO NM

N11111111

Tiny Tot Revue
Is This Friday;
Two Classes Set

All entries are in for the second annual Tiny Tot Revue to be
held June 2 at Carr Auditorium
beginning at 7:30 p. m There will
be two divisions for 2-4 year olds
and for 5-6 years olds.
The participants in the first division will enter the stage in
groups and remain there long
enough for the judges to make
their decisions on the finalists.
Thesecond division entries will
parade across the stage in pairs
and will be Judged at that time.
There will be a rehearsal for
contestants between the ages of 5
through 6 on Thursday evening at
530 P. M. If at all possible the
Jnyeeettes would like to have
every child in this age grout) Present for this rehearsal.
The winners of last years revue
will he on hand to give the gifts
to the new Kings and Queens.
These winners were: Division I
(2 through 4): Beverly Ann
Brown, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Brown and William Joseph
Fortner, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Fortner.
Division II (5 and 6): Shelia
Harrison, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Harrison and Mike
Hagan, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Hagan.
Division III (7 and 8) Kathy Jo
King, daughter of Mr. and Mm,
BillyJo King and David Puckett,
son or Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Puckett-
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1-Lb
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2

4
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9

Milnot
4 6-0z. Jars . .
4 14/
1
2-0z. Jars

25c
45c

HALF
PINT

$150

b Mend eel — way
moons. Rosman winos1 • len b

Mber•Inwe

PI PROOF KY. STRAIOWT
BOURBON WHISKEY

Distributed By
Serowe Direr. Co.
Owensboro, Ky.

A&P 303 Can Green
Super-Right Whole or Half A&P RSP 303 Can
SMOKED HAMS Lb. 45c CHERRIES 3 FOR 59c LIMA BEANS 2 For 39c
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family of Mrs. John Holland, who
passed away suddenly Thursday.
Mrs Alma Floulton has returned
home after a visit with her daughter, Mrs. Aides-dice and family.
Rev. and Mrs. Tom Smithmier
and four of their children of Clinton had supper with Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Matthews and Larry Thursday night. Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire and Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor called awhile after supper.
Miss Constance Jones had supper Sunday night with Mr. and
Mrs. Noble Melton and they attended preaching service at Walnut Grove.
A large crowd attended Homecoming and Decoration at Good
Springs C. P. Church Sunday. The
Hawkins quartet of Paducah was
the invited quartet. They had a lot
of good singing in the afternoon.
Mrs Bertha Rickman is feeling
much better, she was able to attend preaching service Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbie Ruddle and
Mrs. Lexie Floyd returned from
Detroit one day last week after
visiting relatives there.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Moore
were called to Michigan last week
to be at the bedside of Mrs.
Moore's sister who is seriously ill.
Mr. Cloye Yates remains in the
Baptist Hospital in Memphis. We
hope he will soon be home.
Many from this vicinity plan to
annual conference
attend the
which meets in Paducah tomorrow and closes Friday A. M.
Sunday dinner visitors of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Yates were Bro.
and Mrs. Connie Straup and boys
and Mr. and Mrs. John Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates and
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates attended
preaching service at Mayfield
Sunday night. Their nephew Jimmy Yates was doing the preaching.

YOUR

CIVIL WAR
QUIZ

I
I
I
I

One of
Civil war
Centennial
Series
l9,1-1961

I
I

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey Friel& •

I

NOT A DOLLAR I
Lassiter, Detroit; Buton Lassiter,!
Dukedom two sisters, Mrs. Ella
Magoffin, Civil War GovRerlah
P'rields, Dukedom and Mrs. Roy
refused to
ernor of Kentucky,
Hammett; also six grandchildren.
Union and
for the
troops
raise
The floral tribute bespeaks the
Lincoln's
replied to President
esteem of which she was held.
request: "I will not send not a
The six pallbearers were, Eugene
man nor a dollar for the wicked
Lassiter, Harvey Donoho, J T.
of subduing my sister
purpose
Puckett, Edward Donoho, Otis
Magoffin,
States."
Southern
Wayne Wilkins, and Leslie Lassiof his sympathies, resigter. Cecil Alderdlce had charge of because
to name
1 ned after being permitted
the song service.
Jackson Brothers Funeral home his sucessor.

A fire of undetermined origin
destroyed the home of Mr. King, a
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
three room building located near
the State Line Road, several days
W. McROY
NORMAN
By
ago and Mr. Kings body wasn't
The weather continues cool and
Manager, Taurisl Information Service
found for eight or ten days since
very disagreeable. Some frost and
Martin Oil Company, Inc.
there wasn't much traveling by
ice were seen early Saturday in
his home. He was living by himthis vicinity.
self and was thought to be away was in charge of all arrangements.
Miss Constance Jones visited
on a fishing trip. It Is thought the Burial was in Morgan cemetery.
friends in the Sedalia community
Paint Up. Clean UP
burning took place at night. Mr.
Your writer mourns at this
a few days last week.
King has one scat and he was writing with the family. I have
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor callnotified. An investigation is be- lost my oldest sister, and all the esesaae
ed in the Butch McClain home
ing made and I am unable to get words I could say now could not
Complete Line
one night recently.
a report at this time. The entire tell or cover her christian life,
W. L. Rowland remains about
area regrets such • tragedy.
devoting her time and talent in iHeanng Aid Batteries
the same, his condition is no betRev. James Holt filled his regu- being about her Masters work.
ter. Some of his visitors last week
kir all makes of he.iriug sit
Salem
Thelma
New
Mrs.
We will miss her, but her work
lar appointment at
were his daughter.
IrMit ear Hearing Aid
the
Sunday
and
past
Oak
the
Lone
Chureh
lives on.
Baptist
Puckett of
MOM at your first oppertuarty.
at 11 A. M. Sunday school was held
Oliver Taylors.
Our sympathy goes out to the
at 10 A. M. with Howard Harris
CITY DRUG CO.
as superintendent. The BTU
Ihe fall of a southeast Missouri town and a Confederate
Named
Yhowe 75
ICC lake Street
whose leader is Cleo Cherry met
th;.
1862.
island garrison upstream from it took place April 8,
at 7:30 P. M. with a fine attendance
Al
ent
IL
T.
W.
Presid
The evening service was conducted
This ended a blockade of the lower Mississippi and enabled
at 8 P. M. with Rev. Dale Doran
Miss Elaine Butler, daughter of
Union boats to reinforce troops. The town's location is shown
Feed Your Hogs
Missouri In Mr and Mrs. H. G. Butler of Fulof Kansas City,
by a circled "X" on the map.
charge. He is the grandson of the ton, has been elected president of
BROWDER'S
late Mrs, Bernie Doron, and was the Child Development Club at
I. Name of town?
here for the funeral and burial Texas Woman's
University in
Special Hog Ration
2. Designation of island?
last week. Bro. Doron is now an Denton, Texas,
a
having
minister
young
A
e
Completely Balanced
ordained
Miss Butler is • sophomor
(Answers below)
church on the field there, and is Child Growth and Development, Ration For Fast, EfficiPPPIlksi Al*NI 'I
01 'oht Poloist "L
also attending a seminary in Kan- Nursery Education major and an
Gain
sas City. A fine sermon was de- education and sociology minor. ent
livered and • fine audience was She is also a member of the Home
TO HELP PROTECT
to support him with their Economics Club.
'Browder Milling Co.
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
• RI7THVILLE NEWS out
CAYCE NEWS
prayers•
Fulton, Kr
Jess Grissom
ma.
By
e
fora
for
sekeseu
hoping
been
golars.•
You've
stm.,
Little Howell Bynum is under
Reap
Let's
mula like this— with extra poGrowing
is
and
treatment for his allergy
tency to support a positive sense
Mr. and Mrs- C. A. Holrngren of reported to be some better.
Mrs. Jessie Powell of Union
of well-being and mental alertSchoals, Arkansas were weekSeer Favorite 31•Taragas
Bull
night
•PARTY
Friday
linospent
important
provides
Tennessee
ness. It
City,
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne T• Doron 1T'S RAVI
end visitors in the home of Mr.
tropes, as well as the more comtheir
for
Mrs. Ella Holly.
week
this
leave
with
and Ada will
plete vitamin-mineral protection
of and Mrs. Jeff Grissom
N. Y. after
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Prince
Mr. and home in Long Island,
desirable for the mature adult.
week- Ruth. They also visited
home due to the illPaducah. Kentucky were
Wayne Grissom and Iva being called
Mrs.
C.
H.
Mrs.
ness and death of his mother,
end guests of Mr. and
Lynn,
Mrs. Barnie Doron.
Smith, Sr.
MethMr. Holmgren is a retired
of
Quite a bit of tobacco was set
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Murphy
and
born
was
He
minister.
odist
Wingo, Kentucky and Mrs. Emma lived in Sweden until nineteen over this area last week and it is
Folks. Ky.
Mr.
C:F7rree
thought many will get out their Most complete stook
Brown were Sunday guests of
years of age. He is now eighty
442-44 'Ake Street
Weei Beata*,
acreage. Some corn was planted
DENTAL COLLEGE TO OPEN and Mrs. Willie Bondurant.
years of age.
McCleland all preparation will be rushed I
We are sorry Mrs. T. A.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Holmgren are up rapidly.
Opening of the University of
in Jones Clinic in
patient
a
is
lan
in
CO.
work
DRUG
CITY
A
Kentucky College of -Dentistry
re- very active in church
On next Sunday, June 4 the anFulton. We wish her a speedy
Bull Schoals, Arkansas.
nual Homecoming will be held at
408 Lake Phones 70-428 has been set for September 1962. covery.
beauty
the
with
ted
They complimen
New Salem Baptist Church
Vacation bible school opened at of this part of our country. Being Rev. James Holt as pastor conMonthe Cayce Methodist Church
unlike where ducting the morning service at 11
is
it
here,
land
farm
conday morning at 830 and will
they live, as they have so many A. M. There will be lunch on the
tinue through the week.
rocks. They loved the road sides grounds at the noon hour. Singing
Pafford
Rev. and Mrs, Warner
covered with blooming honeysuck- will be held in the afternoon with
atWade
Chester
and Sara and
les. They have very few in Ar- quartet singing, piano solos, trios
tended Memphis Conference in kansas. They also loved the friend- and other singers will be on the
Paducah, Kentucky this week.
liness of the people they met program. Everyone is invited by
We are glad Mrs. Jack Smith while here.
pastor Holt and the church.
home
her
to
return
was able to
David Lassiter was in Akron,
They called on the Dave HilliClinic.
Jones
in
days
few
a
after
home
ard family for a short visit, and Ohio last week and returned
We wish her a speedy recovery.
complimented his work, his family Saturday morning.
Mrs. Daisie Rondurant and ClarSouth
of
Frields
he
Miss Karen
and home. Mr. Holmgren said
ice spent Thursday with Mr. and
was a young preacher with a great Fulton celebrated her 14th birthMrs. Denver Bradshaw and family
with her mother Mrs, Doyle
day
future.
of Mrs. J. B. Inman of Ridgley,
hostess to some twenty
Monday morning they started or) Frields as
Tennessee.
are looking odd youngsters at the city park in
Miss Sara Pafford of Memphis. their way home. We
Friday night Games
last
that they have Fulton
Tennessee is visiting her parents forward to hearing
and the nice attracsafely reached home. It was a nice were played
Rev. and Mrs. Warner Pafford.
tive gifts were opened, after which
by all.
Miss Monette Oliver of Fulton weekend and enjoyed
delicious refreshments were seris visiting her grandparents Mr.
ved. The teenagers reported •
Cruce.
Roy
and Mrs.
• NEW HOPE NEWS jolly good time.
The intermediates of New Salem
187 Mrs. Elmer Waist's
STARLITE
Church were entertained by Mrs
Highway
Hawks as leader Friday
Fulton-Union City
Mr and Mrs. Fletcher Williams Juanita
Leslie Lassiter on
This is a picture of a great new money saver
night supper guests night, honoring
Sunday
were
Wed-Thur-Fri, May 31, June 1,2 in the home of his brother Mr. and his 15th birthday. He received nice
hauling automobiles from factory to you.
for
by
had
(Starts at 9.20)
gifts and a fine time was
Mrs. Earl Williams.
says so? James Hoffa, president of
Who
TABLE
.
'S
all the youngsters
THE CAPTAIN
Mrs. Elmer Walston and Mrs.
Funeral services for Mrs. B. L.
With John Gregson
the Teamsters. His own teamster magazine
a tea in
attended
Williams
Earl
Doron, 69, were held at New Sa(Also, starts at 7:30)
quotes him as saying railroad rates for haulthe home of Mrs. J. Ingram, Win- lem Baptist church Saturday afPRISONER OF THE VOLGA
Thursday afternoon.
Kentucky
go,
Adams
ing automobiles "in many instances are more
B.
A.
Rev.
ternoon with
With John Derek
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Letp and and Rev. Cayce Pentecost officiatthan 50''; below the rate charged by truckMis10 p.m.
daughter Judy of St. Louis
Channel 1 g
SATURDAY JIIN6 3
VILEX-T9
ing in the presence of a large
Lev Ingtm
hauling conmanies ..."
car
Vera
Mrs"
his
sister,
visited
soun
(Starts at 9:25)
crowd of shorrowing friends and
9 p.m.
Channel 3
WAVE-TV
Louisville
Jobe and son Leroy over the relatives.
TIME LIMIT
This is transportation you pay for when you
weekend.
With Richard Widmark
Mrs. Doron was stricken sudden9 pm.
buy a new car. Yet the teamsters want such
Channel 8
PfSPOTI/
Paducah
Mr. and Mrs. Rex White and ly Tuesday morning at her home
(Also: starts at 7:30 and 10:55)
money-saving rates stopped. Why? Because
DINASAURAS
daughter Lisa of Murray, Ken- with a coronary occlusion and was
With Ward Ramsey
the truckers' higher rates are losing them
tucky spent several days with her rushed to the Weakley County
parents and grandparents Mr. and Hospital by Doug Murphy ambulbusiness. As though that were more important
Sun-Mon-Tue, June 4-8
Mrs Willard Haynes and brother ance.
than saving money for the public.
9:15)
of Martin,
(Starts at
resident
a
was
Willard,
She
James
Sponsored by
STRANGERS WHEN WE MEET
The teamsters, truckers and barge operMr. and Mrs. William Olson, Jr., Route 2 for the past three years
ip with
Kirk Douglas Kim Novak
and Miss Charlean Uhlir all of and held church membersh
UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIAT1OR INC.
ators don't say what's best for you, only
(Also: starts at 7:35)
Baptist.
Union
Bible
her
visiting
Rockford, Illinois are
what's best for them. We say that, for your
MY DOG BUDDY
Death came peacefully at 11:20
parents and grandparents Mr. and
With Travis LeTrIMOTICI
A. M. Thursday May 25.
benefit, whoever can do the more economical,
Mrs. Elmer Walston.
The deceased is survived by her
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Haynes
better job should get the business. Any law
Doron; three
Bernie
husband,
and son James W. attended graduthat !prevents either trucks, rails or barges
sons, Newell S. Doron, Fulton;
ation exercises of Rex White at
T. Doron, Long Island,
Wayne
doing their beat for the public is a had
from
and
Sunday
Murray State College
New York; William Ralph Doron,
Monday nights.
law, bad for you, bad for America.
Huntsville, Alabama; a daughter,
The teamsters, truckers and barge operMrs. W. B. Doyle, Union City,
Tennessee; two borthers, Eddie
Work Together!
you've
ators are flooding Congress with messages
—go my humble and heartfelt thanks for the tremendous confidence
urging the passage of bill S.1197 to curtail our
from the First District.

• DUKEDOM RT. 2

For
GOLDEN YEARS
alto- 40

GERIATRIC
capsules

Mr
atten
of th
neers
trona
tory
see ii
Dr
neurc
rental
to thi
mach

Elaine Buller

great
money-saver

411

•

•

Teamsters (and others)
want Congress to stop it
Do you?

NBC-TV JUNE 6

To The Voters Of Fulton And Hickman Count es .

shown in electing me your State Representative

and
I will go to Frankfort with the wonderful assurance that our counties
area
communities can work together—unified by the common desire to see our
grow and prosper and keep pace with Kentucky's progress.
THANK YOU EVERYONE FOR EVERYTHING YOU'VE DONE IN
MY BEHALF.

HOYT
BARNETT

SPEAS

rights to make rates that save the public
money. how do you feel about this? Let your

for Salads -

Congressmen and Senators know. A four-cent
stamp can save you a lot of money.

Vi teaspoon sugar
vinsgar
IA cup Spans
14 teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons oil
2 tablespoons
mayonnaise
3 tablespoons prepored horsarodish
thoroughly
s
ingredient
Combine oil
adding to salad.
and chill before

4 servings.

SPEAS VINEGAR
Apple Cider or Distilled

At

Grocers Everywhere

m:
if

$260 million invested
to save you money

(clip and um))

1

gr

Po

We can save you money on freight rates
largely because we've invested $260 million
in improvements to the Illinois Central in

in

the past 10 years. We believe in earning the
friendship and patronage of those we serve.
WAYNE A. JOHNSTON
President

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
gtc/Ke-,4.4.404..

•••1==11.

•

to
a
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Fultonians Witness Medical Miracle
In New Techniques For Operations

DEATHS

Joha W. Johns

"7

Page 7

The Fulton News, Thursday June 1, 1961

Services for John William Johns,
72, well known farmer of Water
•DUKEDOM ROUTE 1
Valley, Route 1, who died ThursBy Constance Jones
Mr and Mrs. Kellie Lowe Jr. induce • state of "artificial hiberday, May 25, at 845 in the Bapattended the April 28th meeting
nation" during brain surgery. He
Mrs J. M. Holland died at the tist hospital in Memphis, were
of the Institute of Radio EngiMany from this route attended
home of her daughter, Mrs. Caleb held at 2:30 p. m. Saturday at the
neers, group on Rio-Medical elec- stated that experimental dogs had
the Homecoming at Good Springs
Yates at Pilot Oak at 1:30 p. m. Salem Methodist Church. Rev.
tronics, in the Pathology Labora- remained on the operating table
Church
.1,
last Sunday. Everyone entoite
John Weir, Rev. T. Y. Smithrnier,
May 25, 1961. She was 62.
tory of the University of Tennes- with blood circulation, heartbeat,
joyed the day with a good sermon
Survivors include four sons, Ben Rev. Hulon Allen and Rev. Otis
and breathing stopped for periods
see in Memphis last Friday.
by
the
pastor,
officiated.
Schultz
good dinner and
Holland
of
Fulton,
Zollie Holland
up to one hour, and then revived
fine singing in the afternoon.
Dr. Charles D. Ray, a prominent
Burial by Hopkins & Brown
to normal life. During this period of Mayfield, Aubrey Holland of
neurosurgeon made preliminary
Mrs. Jotale Webb spent the day
WIllt AM PRYOR
the animal was actually "clinical- Detroit and George Holland of of Clinton was In the Salem cemeremarks and then demonstrated
Wednesday with Mrs. Coy HarriJoliet, Ill.; two daughters, Mrs. tery.
ly dead".
Apiabord Afoot, Owls Canard Wheal
son and had a fine day.
to the group his pilot model of •
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Sileb Yates, Pilot Oak, Mrs. GilThe machine operates by taking
machine which, it is hoped, can
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Boyd of
BE WISE SHOP FOR THE
bert Yates, Mayfield; 24 grand- Sadie Lee Johns; four sons, Rudell
over some of the functions of the
Sedalia, Kentucky visited Miss
children and 30 greatgrandchil- Johns of Water Valley, Route a
SEED TAG
heart and lungs, as well as cooling
Constance
No
rvelle
Jones and she went
Johns, West Memphis,
dren.
the blood gradually until the body
If you want high yields, you home with them for a visit and
Funeral services were at the Ark., Haskell Lee Johns, Bethalto,
reaches a dormant state where
must have good stands of grass also visited Mrs. O. P. McClain of
Old Bethel
Primitive
Baptist III., Joe Wayne Johns, Wood
the body processes are so slowed
Church at 2 p. m. Saturday, May River, III.; a daughter, Mrs. Lor- and legumes and these good Mayfield and reported a good
as to enable a surgeon to comstands
only come from high quali- time.
raine
Ryan
of
27, with Elder James K. ThedFulton; a brother,
pletely stop circulation for periods
Mr_ and Mrs. Alf Cunningham
ford officiating Burial was in the Dave Johns of Missouri; nine ty }seed. When buying seed, have
of time. Thus, enabling hertofore
you ever looked at the seed tag? had as their guest, their son Stovchurch cemetery, with Jackson grandchildren.
impossible operations in the brain.
er
Do
you consider price a major
Cunningham and family.
Brothers of Dukedom in charge.
Particularly benefitted, will be
factor when making a Seed purThe people of this community
ROTARY TILLERS
patients with dangerously weakchase? These are important ques- were sorry to hear of the death of
ened blood vessels or tumors in
tions and all too often play an im- Mrs. Lula Doran of near Martin,
the brain area.
Mrs. Lula May Doran, 69, Mar- portant roll in farm seeding.
but who had lived on this route.
Mrs. George Foisy of Wayne tin, Route 2, died about noon
Dr. Ray stated that the first
All the friends extend sympathy
The
seed
tag
tells
at
a
glance
operation on a human patient Michigan, died May 26, 1961 at 4 Thursday, May 25, in the Weakley
the family.
the purity, germination, inert mat- to
Made by Farmers.
probably will be made within the p. m at her home. She was the County Hospital.
The friends of Mrs. Ronald
She was born in Weak ley Coun- ter, hard seed, weed seed as well figdge are glad to know
For Farmers.
daughter of J. N. Smith of South
next six weeks.
she
is
as
the
price.
It
impossible
is
to doing fine
Fulton, and the sister of Mrs. Roy ty September DO, 1891, the daughand we hope she will Use Fertilizers That Giv,
The Lowes were accompanied
judge
seed
by
looking
into
the
bag.
ter
of the late L. B. and Mary
Nabors and Mrs. Arlis Spraberry
soon be home.
by Nelson Shankle and Miss Ann
You will be able to find some imYou Quality and High.;
Elizabeth Vincent Lassiter.
of South Fulton.
Those who attended church at
Caldwell. Both Mr. Lowe and Mr.
purities and maybe weed seed,
She
is
Other
survived
Walnut Grove Sunday night were Yields.
survivors
by
her
include—two
husband, but you cannot
Shankle are studying pre-medithe
tell
percentage Mr. and, Mrs.
daughters, Mrs. A. T. Jarvis of Bernie Doran; three sons, Newell
Noble Melton, Miss Plant Southern States
or germination. Testing is the only
cine at the University of Tennes- Wyandotte,
ConstanCe Jonee, Mr. and Mrs.
Mich., and Miss Gail S. Doran, Fulton, Wayne T. Doran,
way to know exactly the quality
see in Martin.
Ann Etheridge of Wayne, Mich., a Long Island, New York, William
Bill Matthews and Larry, also Mr.
seed you are buying. Lets take a
brother, Roy Smith of Paducah Ralph Doran, Huntsville Ala.• a
and Mrs. Almond McGurie. Bro.
case where a prospective Seed
and a sister, Mrs. Everett Perkins daughter, Mrs.
Keith Smith brought a good mes- —Double treated
Lillian Doyle,
Union City; two brothers, Eddie! buyer was harem hunting for his sage.
of San Diego.
—High yielding
pasture seed. He finds a lot of
We are having some fine weathFuneral services were held Mon- Lassiter, Detroit, Burton Lassiter
seed in the store that was 10 cents
er now and the farmers are very —Double tested for germ
day, May 29, at 1 p. m. at the Dukedom, Route 2; two sisters,
LIFT TEST
per
pound
cheaper
and the seed busy.
U H T Funeral home in Wayne, Mrs. Ella
Frields, Dukedom,
nation
proves
Route 1, Mrs. Roy Hammett, Hol- tag said only 3 noxious weed seed
Mrs. Annie Barham returned to
Miss Laraine Fields, graduate of Mich.
—Doubl
per ounce. That doesn't seem like
e guaranteed
low
Rock,
her home in Fulton after visiting
Tenn
Pow-R -Boy
seven grand- too many
South Fulton High school and now
and besides they could her son and
family Mr. and Mrs.
• junior at mass, has been LOWEST ENROLLMENT AT UK children.
superiority
be
cut
out
with
a hoe as they came J. C. Barham
Funeral services were held
and Billy.
chosen to receive the Faculty
at up. Well, look into the case a
The lowest enrollment during Salem Baptist
litWheels easily lift og the
Church Saturday,
Woman's Club Award of 550 ao.
tle
farther
and
World
see.
With
War
3
noxi11
years
May
at
the
27,
ground because 93%
Uniat 2 p. m., with Rev. Cayce
the
She has been vet's active in campous seed per ounce would be 48 PRESIDENT SIGNS DIPLOMAS
versity of Kentucky was approx- Pentecost and
weight of the tiller is oath.
Bros. A. B. Adams per
us affairs and has been honored
During the 41 years of the
pound and with a seeding of
imately 1,300 in the Spring
rine tor beet dig-in — ace
officiating
of
,
organza
many times by various
20 pounds seed per acre would presidency of Dr. James K. Paton die handles where you
1944.
Burial
was
in
Morgan
(ions,
cemetery.
terson
at the University of Kenhave to wrestle with it. so
mean that there would be 960
sods other tillets.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
noxious weed seed planted on tucky, he signed only 896 diplomas.
Dr. Frank G. Dickey, who
Fields
BroadM.
Mrs.
C.
312
of
every
area
of
this new pasture. All
• OPII-YIAR 04,1ALIATIR
Phone 399
way, South }stilton.
this for a saving of $2.00, per acre. holds the post now, signs about
Fulton, Kentuoke
• POWER TO WARS
twice that many each year.
Some farmers for convenience,
35-1.-I goer nate
like to buy seed from their neighWork Together!
• WRAP-AROUND MANX/
bors Certainly it is nice to be
FOR GREAT'S STRIFIOT14
neighborly, but to protect yourThe Industrial Arts claw of Ful- working with
metals. The instrucself,
send a sample to the seed
ton
High
School left Friday, April tor then showed
• TIMIS umcomornonsta
several of the testing laboratory
28, for a field trip to several of finished
. Another way
GUARA1411/1:1 AGAINST
projects Next, two boys
SSIAXAGS
the nearby shops.
made a mold of an ashtray and to help insure better quality b to i
reclean the seed before sowing. I
Those making the trip were paperweight.
• SAFI POWIR
WALKER DELUXE
John Mann, Don French, Jimmy
Buying weed free seed will keep
DSIVI. °penman at
Murray High School was the
**tit four, not five, not
Williams,
Jerry
you from reinfesting fields with
hesS toreeind Now Rimed
Lacewell, Carl Ar- next shop visited. The new
buildseven, but 8 YEARS
rington. Tommy Harwood, Tom ing there is
aney handling
divided into four sec- weeds and noxious plants. By se- }
OLD. Straight Bourbon
Mitch Mitchell, John tions: woodworking,
metal, elec- lecting approved varieties you will
Gomm wiring and appliance Germain,
Whiskey; 8 Years, 86.8
Shepherd, Jerry Johnson, Terry tricity, and
get better stands, thus' higher }
finishing.
It also has
repairing
Proof.
as low as $
Beadles, Teddy Barclay, Joe Mac a new
building and a machinery yields more production per cow I
Williamson, Joe Bennett and the division of
rnosv 2192
arts. Here the 15 visi- or sheep and in the end increased 1
Industrial Arts teacher, Mr. Rob- tors
did not see very much because profits.
ertson.
East State Line
The first step in the success of a
most projects were finished.
Their first visit was to the Kings
Back again to Murray State Col- good pasture is having enough
4th St.
Phone IMP
Specialty Company in Mayfield. lege for
their final observation, moisture and plant food for the
Fifth ..........
There they toured the different the class
. $6 40
saw an interesting wood- young pasture. You can't do much
Pint ............
-actions of the building where working
about the moisture however a soil
class.
$3:40
they were shown the assembly
'A
Pint ........ 61.70
As was reported, the boys said test will tell you what plant food
line, upholstery department, and that many
of the projects were the new crop will need. Then if
kiln dryer.
similar to theirs but there were you have prepared the soil well
The next stop was Murray State still more
new projects that were and selected the variety best suitHiram Walker
Sons, Inc.
College in Murray, Kentucky. Afed for your location, you have
very rare and Interesting.
Peoria, Illinois
ter a few minutes of free time, a
made a fine start toward a protour was made of the industrial
ductive pasture or crop.
arts shop there. At the time, no
I wish to take this means of expressing my apprecalasses were being held, but two
of the college students gave interesting talks on a plastic project.
Lawn to all my friends who supported me in the reAfter eating, the boys observed
Miss Judy Burton. daughter of
a general shop class, which was
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Burton of
cent election. I lost the race but won many friends.
Highlands, has been honored by
the Woman's Athletic Association
at
Murray State College. She was
Feed Your Hogs
chosen by the group to receive the
I appreciate all of you very much.
Outstanding Freshman Award at
their annual banquet.
She was also installed as secretary and treasurer of the WAA at
Sincerely,
the banquet.

Mrs. J. M. Holland

poems

.44
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HAHN

POIN-R-Bolf
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Mrs. George Poky

Mrs. Lula May Doran

OPEN FORMULA
FERTILIZERS...

HYBRID CORN

Miss Fields Awarded
$50 By OMB Facially

Fulton

a

jouthern Stales

Cooperative

Industrial Arts Tour Takes Boys
On Information Trip To Area Shops

Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste

FAULKNER
Electric Service

129.00

Barnette Tractor Co.

To The Voters of Fulton County

Judy Burton Honored
As Murray Freshman

BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT

John E. Cruce

With Your Home
Grown Grain

Browder Milling Co.
Fulton. KY

To The Voters Of Fulton County
I have tried, but failed to find words to express to you how humble and
grateful I am to each of you, for your support.
Let me say "Thanks" for your support and confidence, and I pledge to you
my every effort to make you a competent and efficient county court clerk, and
if I can ever be of service to you, don't fail to call on me.
Also I want to say thanks for a clean campaign to my two most worthy opponents.
My wife, Mary Eva, and sons, Larry Dee and Timothy. Join me in expressing sincere thanks to you.
God Bless each and every one of you.

Your Sincerely Grateful Friend,

ALVIE(DEE) LANGFORD

WHO NAMED LEXINGTON?.
By the light of a camp fire in
in Maxwell Woods (now known
as the University of Kentucky
campus,) John Maxwell and other pioneers heard the story of
the "Battle Lexington" and gave
the Kentucky settlement it's name.
Let's Keep Growing
-

aellidera.

Mr. Farmer:
Would You Like to Cut
Your Cultivation Costs
This Year?
Then See Your Southern
States Co-Op for PreEmergence Chemicals.
Alanap-3 for Soy Beans.
Atrazine 80-W for Corn.
Karmex DL for Cotton.
Aldrin Granules for Control of Wire Worm in
Sweet Potatoes and Tobacco.
See Them Today and
Buy at—

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON
COOPERATIVE
Phone 399
Fulton. Kentucky

uth a day,
oraFarnilw Vacation
.0/KENTUCKY
PARKS and SHRINES
just a day or a wonder_ ful Enjoy
family vacation in Kentucky.
Every member of the family will
have a great time at Kentucky
Parks and Shrines.
You will find new and unproved facilities that have been
completed with funds from the
$10 million bond issue. And there
is more to come.

Wri6e 7:0cia

r

Division of Tourist and Travel
Capitol Annex
DBA
Frankfort, Kentucky

Please send free color booklet on Parks
Shrines.
and I
Name Address...--.......
City

---Zone—State.

CLASSIFIED ADS

FOR SALE: Modern 31-foot allaluminum house trailer, $1200,00
Call Lynn Flencini, Columbus, Hy;
phone Orchard 7-2701.

Fulton High Announces Honors Lists, Monograms And Awards

FOR SALE: household furnishings:
;.look case bed room suite, like
sew at Wade's Used Furniture
Store. "Trade with Wade and
Save". 217 hlain Street, Fulton,
dhone 478.

Following the presentation of Burnette, Thomas Carney, Karen
Mike Walker, third-ranked senVINYL LATEX paint for sheetopened the monograms, Superintendent Dublin, Bobby Joe Hancock, Carl
rock and wallpaper, $4.45 gallon ior at Fulton High School,
Annual Hon- W. L. Holland announced the win- Hurst, Charles Rice, Mike Walker
at Exchange Furniture Company, the Twenty-eighth
or's Day Program at Fulton High ner of the Greatest Scholastic im- and Hal Warren, all seniors; DanFulton.
last Friday morning at 930 a. m. provement Award. This award is ny Carver, Wanda Cash, Bill Lestu- the most highly prized of any that neave, Kay Morris, Scarlet TurnPOE REM. Floor sanding ma- After welcoming all of the.
chine and electric floor polish- dents and visitors he turned the can be given at ?HS. It is deter- er, and Linda Whitnel, juniors:
FRIGIDAIRE used electric range;
er and electric vacuum clean- program over to Hal Warren, sen- mined by the point standing of Don Burnette, Martha DeMyer,
lean, good condition, 90-day
ers. Exchange Furniture Co. ior, and the awarding of the var- each student over the previous Annie Lee Oven, sophomores.
ruarantee. $89.50; easy terms.
year. The winner this year was
ious honors was begun.
The Library Award, presented
Exchange Furniture Company.
TV ANTENons: we installHal, president of the National Jimmy Williams, a senior boy to a student librarian who has
-repair
and
move.
trade
Get
3ARGAINS in breakfast table and
charge of the with a point improvement of nine. done the most to further the FHS
had
Society,
Honor
our prices. We service all makes
hairs at Wade's Used Furniture
The new Quill and Scroll mem- library, was given this year to
newly-elected
TV. Phone 307 Roper Television initiation of the
store. Trade with Wade and
members and presented them with bers that have been elected by Elaine Beggs, senior.
Save;;17 Main Street, phone 478. TV Antennas: quick and efficient their membership cards as Ophe- the local chapter throughout the
Conservation awards were given
year, were officially initiated into to several boys, including Jimmy
HOTPOINT wen electric range, Installation service; all types. lia Speight, secretary, pinned on
the organization by Judy Moore, Green, senior, who made a peraush button switches; clean, per- Merryman and Fry Appliances, them the red rose, symbolic of
vice president of the journalistic fect score on a recent marksmanNHS membership.
:ect condition, 90-day guarantee. phone 126, Fulton_
Following this. Tommy Carney. fraternity. There were nine new ship contest and the track and
;133.00, easy terms. Exchange MAYTAG WASHERS, standara
president, began the members who received their pins golf letters were presented to those
?urniture Company.
and automatic models, 2139.99 senior class
boys who had earned them this
process of awarding the coveted and membership cards.
and
up.
Sales
and
serviee.
-.I, 25c roll and
WALLPAPER
Mrs. C. R. Bennett, Fulton High year.
monograms to those students who
Bennett Electric, rnone 201.
ip at Exchan,-,e '
1'.rniture CornMiss Mary Martin, FHS history
had made the honor roll on two English teacher and senior spon-Any, Fult-USED motors, washing machines, consecutive semesters during the sor, presented the Enoch Grehan teacher, presented the annual
Memorial Certificate to Karen' Scholastic Magazine Awards to
G-E RANGE, used clean. $54.50; rehigerators, at Wade's Used Fur- past year. He presented the first
Dublin, editor of the FHS paper, Kay Morris and Jimmy Wright,
asy terms. Exchange Furniture niture Store. "Trade with Wade and third monograms and Warren
and Save"; 217 Main Street, phone Nanney, junior class president, the KENNEL. This certificate is both juniors. They had the high7.ompany.
presented the second and fourth a warded yearly by the Kentucky est average on the Scholastic
478.
High School Press Association Magazine Tests given at various
monograms.
DFFICE machines cleaned, repairtimes throughout the year.
A, overhauled; new typewriters
First monograms went to the and the University of Kentucky to
Mr. William Robertson, indusind adding machines in stock.
following: Elaine Beggs, Tens outstanding high school journaltrial
arts instructor, announced
\iirneo paper, adding machine and
WE
RENT - - Bone, Brenda McKeel, seniors; ists throughout the state and this
that Barry Bondurant. senior, had
'ash register paper; general amTom Germain, sophomore: Mary was the first time that a Fulton
been selected as the outstanding
ities. Call 503 for prompt service.
Hospital beds
DeMyer. Carol Dunn, Carolinda High student has won this award.
Miss Chan Covington, second industrial arts student for the
.vade Office Machines, 206 Main
Hales, Jo Ann Haman, Curtis HanBaby beds
year. He was awarded a plaque
Street.
cock, Mary Virginia Page, Judy vice president of the Future HomeVacuum Cleaners
makers of America presented the which will hang in the Industrial
Patton,
Linda
Werren
and
Freddie
PHILCO refrigerator, used; freezF. H. A. degrees to the following arts building for one year.
Floor polishers
Wells, freshmen.
A* across top, 913-day guarantee.
After recognizing all of the
Second monograms were award-, girls: Cathy Campbell, Mary De179.50, easy terms. Exchange
Myer, Jo Ann Haman, Martha Kay achievements of the senior class
WADE FURN. CO.
ed
to
the
following
students:
Carl
Furniture Company.
Hemphill, Betty Hopkins, Ida during the past year, Supt. HolPhone 103
Fulton. Ky. Hurst and Mike Walker, seniors;
land presented several of the
SPECIAL in gas ranges at
Danny Carver, junior; Martha De- Carol Holes, Kerry Overby, Mary
class with letters of commendation
Wade's Used Furniture Store.
Myer, Sheri Elliot, Annie Lee Virginia Page, Judy Patton, Phylthe University of Kentucky
Trade with Wade and Save. 217
Green, Beverly Haman, Josephine lis Robertson. Linda Warren and
for their high standing on the UK
'vlain Street, Phone 478.
Hancock, Stanley Jeffress, Doug- Lydia Wright, all winners of JunPlacement Tests given here in
las McAlister, Barry Roper, Lynn ior Degrees.
FREE PARKING!
JSED Frigidaire refrigerator with
She also presented Chapter De- January.
Williamson, Mary Bondurant and
.reezer across top. 90-day guaranThe Program was closed by Rev
grees to the following people: Wit.
Phyllis Pigue, all sophomores.
J. T. Daggett who gave the beneee. 689.50; easy terms. Exchange
The third_rrionograms were giv- la Kay Bennett, Glenda Clark,
diction.
7urniture Company.
en to the following: Karen Dublin. Dana Davis. Martha DeMyer, AnSusan Stokes and Lynn Bushart, nie Lee Green, Louretta Motley,
\TEW 9x12 linoleum rugs-a few
seniors; Cleta Beggs, Wanda Cash, Judy Moore. Jacqueline Patton
eft at $5.69. Exchange Furniture
Across from
Bill Leneave, Kay Morris, Warren and Rita Thompson.
:ompany, Phone M.
Lynn Bushart, senior, has been
Nanney, Scarlet Turner, Linda
Coca-Cola Plant
,
lME11SON air conditioner, slightWhitnel, and Jimmy Wright, all notified that she has been approvDrive-In-Service
ed for a State Degree and will rey used, at Wade's Used Furniture
juniors.
Package Ice
;tore. "Trade with Wade and
Finally, the fourth monograms, ceive it at the State meeting in
June.
'lave"; 217 Main Street, phone 478.
signifying all four years on the
Principal J. M. Martin then prehonor roll, were given to the folCV REPAIR: all makes and models
lowing: Thomas Carney, Chan sented several awards including
;killed personnel, prompt service,
the
Fulton High Awards. In order
sag ea PawsI
Covington, Bobby Joe Hancock,
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actory-trained
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Dortha Duke, Ophelia Speight and to receive this award, a student
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compile
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low
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Hal Warren, all seniors.
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.nd Fry Appliances, 215 Main CHARLES W.BURROW
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;Meet, phone 128.
campus organizations.
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109 Walnut
BENNETT
Rhone 81
Those who received the Fulton
c'arm Loans
High Awards this year were: Bill
Conventional Loans
FHA Loans
on discontinued colors of
'ainting and paperhanging -The very best selection of real
estate for gale at all times I
REM - TONE and
contractors

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
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While quantities Iasi
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HOSPITAL NEWS
The following persons were patients in the Fulton Hospitals on
Wednesday morning.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Bro. R. H. Sullivan, Mrs. Annie
Lacey, Mrs. Ernest Jenkins, all of
Fulton; Mrs. Harold Ross, South
Fulton; Mrs. Bobbie Curtin, Fulton
Route 4; John Hopkins, Wingo;
Mrs. Hester Arant, Martin Route
3; Bonnie Ceorthan and Donald
Irvine both of Dukedom; Mrs.
William Traywick, Dyer, Tennessee.
JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. Roy Dalrymple, Mrs. S. I.
Craver, Mrs. Ray Terrell, Mrs. Ida
Craig. Mrs.•Bertie Ledbetter. Mrs.
Carrie Estes, Mrs. H. E. Swift,
Mrs C. D. Travis, Mrs. Noel Barnes, Mrs. T A7McClellan and William Lee Jackson, all of Fulton;
Mrs. George Powell and baby and
David Outland both of Fulton
Route 3; Ralph Cook, Water Valley, Joe Atwill, Hickman Route 4
and Terry Faulkner, Union City.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. John Longford, Mrs. Mike
Fry, Mrs. Arehlie Hornsby, Fred
Cook, Mrs. C. L. Newton, Mac
Ryan, Mrs. Mac Ryan, /taste
Harrison and Mrs. John Gambill
all of Fulton;
Mrs. Richard
Thomas and baby, Fulton Route
I. Mrs Buen Yates, Fulton Route

3; Louis Burke, Fulton Route 3;
Bill Brown, Dukedom; J. J.
Cruce, Cayce; Mrs. John Wright,
Water Valley Route I; Mrs. Leon
Grissom, Wingo; Mrs, Ned Pillow
and Debra Moyer both of Wingo
Route 1; Roy D. Taylor, Crutchfield Route I; Mrs. Ezelle Cori,
John Buty and Louis Hornsby all
of Hickman; Sam Bugg, and Mrs.
Dalton Via both of Clinton; Mat
Harris, Martin and Mrs. Tommie
Spraggs, Chicago, Illinois.

Wallpaper

For Every Occasion
HALLMARK

greeting Cards
REITZ( "Personalised'

In a joint effort with the First
Baptist Church in Fulton, the
South Fulton Baptist Church will
hold their Preparation Day and
Parade for Vacation Bible School
on Friday morning at: approximately II 00.

Stationery
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NOTICE: Car

Ownersi

BUY YOUR SEAT

rrILIC

COVERS at

S. P. MOORE CO.
Installed Free

Dale Breeden,
Prop.

SMALL FARM- IS Ames, on school bua route, milk route,
telephone, house full of furniture, nice old home, liveable Ilsa
Plenty of outbuildings, good chicken house (air fences. 11411..
NOT have stater an house. luta cistern The price of everytbint
including abstract deed, $3295 lie. This I. lot-sled 7 miles out In
Fulton County. DON'T HESIT.%TE

PROPERTY LncE THIS

1..!,

r1,1 v
111,1(11
i

ga

MOVES IN A HURRY.
YI

WICK SMITH AGENCY, Inc.
SAFE DRIVER INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

42 DAYS or 169 Nights and Week-End.
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EXCHANGE
FURNITURE

Nat.
in

cee'

Bible School Parade

Benj. Moore Paints
Phone 1610

the

FOR SALE

Closeout Prices

Boaz & Robbins
Visit our store at
316 Commercial Ave

Page 8

COMPANY

Phone 35
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You'v

Scoit's Floral Shoppo
For The

BEST
and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at

Phone 20-.1
Fulton
NITES and SUNDAYS' PHONE
20-R or 247

DUTCH MILL MOTEL
21•lli,t It itt.s I. it'll
r
alaj field. h).
tioon root) Shit% ED
tllt(!ND THE CLOCK
it here The Traveler
Stop.. Es Cr' Time'
Geo. Brand
owner

Feed Your Hogs

BROWDER'S
Special Hog Ration
A Completely Balanced
Ration For Fast, Efficient Gain

Speed Queen Automatic Washer
Up To $70.00 Trade-In- Allowance

Browder Milling Co.
Fulton Ky

The handsomest homes in town are painted

EXCHANGE
with
Furniture Company

HANNA

Buy A Case of Your Favorite Soap Powder
88c With Any Washer Sold This Week!

Paints

CHEST TYPE FREEZERS
20 CUBIC FOOT $239-95
24 CUBIC FOOT $289.95

olosonsplonrr."-r-tr-inrrnwilmTROUBLE ?
We can't keep you out of It,
!mit with one of our Lowpayment plan
Cost, three
auvosoosiLE POLICIES.
be
at
your side
We can
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Check Book!
Wick Smith Agency
24 Hour Service
Phone 62 - Nights 160

"We Still Have Some Nice Soybeans Left."
SEE

US

FOR:

FERTILIZERS
FEED
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT
555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.

GARDEN SEED
FIELD

SEED

Ammonium Nitrate
IN 50-LB.BAGS

—AND

PIECE BED ROOM SUITE. Triple Dresser,

Bookcase Bed Chest, Innersprings Box Spring, Vanity Lamps

S169.95
•

in PIECE

LIVING ROOM COUCH, Chair.
Ottaman, 2 Pillows, 2 Lamps,
2 Step Tables and Coffee Table

Au

$16935

Armour's Vertagreen

A• C. BUTTS
East State Line

7

SONS—
Fulton. Ky.

TRADE WITH WADE AND SAVE
WADE FURNITURE CO.

LAKE STREET

FULTON, KY.
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